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COMXUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE COilliCit. 

SUBJECT: Present situation and prospect~ in the field ~f radioActive waste 
management in the F.uropean Cot"'lllunity. 

I. PRF.FACF. 
• t~' 

In its resolution of 18 February 1980,* the Council ap11roved a Community 
plan of action in the field of radioactive w.1ste. The plnn refers to the 
problems posed by radioactive waste from nuclear installations 11nd, in 
particular, those concerning the management and storage of high level 
and/or long-lived waste~ It runs from 1980 to 1992 and is reviewable 
~very three y~ars.** 

Point 1 of the plan provides for contihuous annlysis of the situation ns 
regards radioactive waste management in the Community with A view to 
adoption of the necessary solutiohs. This analysis must cover: 

the techniques available and installntions alreAdy in existence or 
planned by the Member States for the various stages of rndioactive 
waste management, including processes and practices for final dispo
sal; 

technological research and development work which the Memher StAteR 
and the Community intend to carry out; 

management prActices which have been, or are to he, defined in the 
Member States for the various categories of waste; 

the estimated implementation dates and schedules. 

The information and .results obtained from the analysis are to be used 
"to keep the Community and the Member States constantly up to date on 
work and achievements in the management and storage of radioactive 
waste,·having regard to nuclear programme requirements". 

* O.J. No C 51 of 29 February 1980. 
** In the light of the situation described herein after and in accordance 

with the opinion of the competent Advisory Committee on programme 
management (O.J. No C 51 of 29 February 1980 and O.J. No L 177 of 4 July 
1984, p. 25) delivered on 12 November 1985, the Commiu1on considers 
that there are no reasons to 11odify the plan of action for the time 
being. Thia Commission decision will be the subject of a further commu
nication.· 
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In 1983;·'·the COUiiDis;fon '£o~arded to ·the Council a first report* on the 
aitu~~io~ in. 1982 a~d prospec~a'in the management of radioactive vast~ 
in the Community. Member States up_ t'o the end of the century. The append
ed report,.vhich describes the situation in 1986 and was dravn up on the 
basis of· information supplied by the Mmber States, 1s now being for
warded. The Commission intends to keep the Council regulArly informed 
throughout the duration of the plan by presenting further reports. 

II. PRESENT SITUATION AND PROSPECTS IN THF. FIELD OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT 

The r.o1:t.1isston wishes to draw the Cou~cil' a attention to the followin~ 
pointe: 

A) As nlready pointed out in the 1983 report, the high level of develop
ment in the Memher States results in. the production in the Community 
of radioactive waste of many different. categories and origins (see 
Chapter I of th~ report). 

In termA of the radioactivity it contains' waste from nuclear power 
stationa Rnd the nssociated fuel cycle plants accounts for the most 
of the waAte · produced. This applies only to States that possess 
nuclear power pro~rammeA. The present estimates of the volume of 
cumulative waste ariRin~s over the 1986-2000 period ere lower thnn 
those made in 1983, but the order of ma~nitude remains unchan~ed. 
1'his decrease chiefly reflects a downward revision by nhout 25% in 
this report of the estimated installed nuclent po'lo'er capncity in the 
Community of the Twelve in the year 2000 as compared with the fore
casta made in the Community of the 1'en in 1983. 

In terms o.f volume, a considerable proportion of radioactive waste 
consists of waste arising from medical uses, non-nuclear industry and 
research. This is true of all Member States. 

B) The situation as regards radioactive waste has therefore to be 
analysed by category, each category covering similar typcn of waste. 
From the technical standpoint, the situation in the Community at 
present can be described as follows (see Chapters II and III of the 
report): 

• SOtlle 30 years.' experience has been acquired with the management of 
low-· and medium~leve1 waste; roughly one million m:~ of waste has 
already been definitively disf.osed of, a quantity which is approxi
mately equivalent to the volume likely to be produced in the Commu
nity aa a whole between nov and the end of the century. Land dispo
sal. mainly by shallow burial, has accounted for 94% of this volume 
and sea dumping for the remaining 6%. 

* Communication from the Commiuion to the Council "First report on the 
present situation. and prospects in the· management of radioactive waste 
in the· C_oillmuriity" doc.· COM(83) 262 final of 16 May 1983. 
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The' .inttrnational: suspension ·:of Sll: dU111ping since the last such opera
tions vert carded:· out· in 1982 has· obliged several Membrr Statu to 
concentrate, their .. efforts on· adaptation .to fAn~ dieposal. ln .its 1983 
communication, the Commission had· already dravn the Council 'a attention 
to the.· need· for .·.further .developm.ent ·of .land· disposal in the Community. 
Any elow..:down in .new or,.existing:.pro·grammes in this field, particulsrly 

.as reg~rds:~pe~ini up··new sites, ~hould be avoided. It is also advisable 
for this ·option to benefit. continuously from techn.ological pro~ress, 
and, when the need arises, for exchanges of know-how between the natio
nal organisations involved to be ~romoted. 

Basic·. technologies ·for· long-lived vaste (vaAte 
contaminat~d mainl b little hent, and 
high,-Activity vaste 1 generating n amount of heat are 
available and some of them have reached the stage of induatrinl npplicn
tion (waste vitrification) (eee Chapter 11). NevertheleAs, development 
work should be continued, particulllr.·Yy on treatment and cC'Inditioning 
processes to render alpha-contaminated vaste suitahle for rlitlposal in 
deep-lying Reological formations. 

Waste containing Alph•-emittera has hitherto b~en stored pendinK 
disposal. It was· initially believed that sites for the geological 
disposal of such vaste vould be available by 1990 (see 1983 Communica
tion), but it is nov evident that this vill he true of only o~e site, 
others becoming available towards the year 7000. Since nothing is to he 
gained by delaying the disposal of this type of vaste, efforts should be 
made to avoid further delays in selecting and operating disposal sites • 

• Disposal of high-level ~nate and/or spent fuel at great depthR in 
suitable geological formations is being studied in all Community coun
triea which possess or intend to possess a nuclear power programme. Such 
formations, for example salt, clay and crystalline rock, are widely 
present in the Community. The 1983 communication ind icnted that the 
feasibility of th:ls type of disposal seemed to be proven. The knowledge 
already acquired is nov being supplemented and verified through research 
in several deep underground laboratories. The feasibility of the concept 
will be demonstrated further through the operation of several experimen
tal underground installations, existing ot planned, as the forerunners 
of industrial-scale installation&. ln view of the need to allov highly 
active waste - and possibly spent fuel - to cool dovn over storage 
periods lasting up to several decades before disposal is carried out, 
the present situation may be said to be satisfactory. 

It should be pointed out that experience has shown that several decades 
are likely to'elapse between the initiation of research and the start of 
industrial-scale operation of deep disposal facilities. It is thus hence 
imperative that the work in progress be continued unremittingly. 

Finally, it must be emphasised that this research work as a vhole forms 
an integral part of the 3rd Community R&D programme, and the Community 
both provides significant support for the financing and coordination of 
the research and promotes information exchange. 

• The safety of disposal cannot be verified easily, since extremely 
long-term assessments (several. centuries in the case of low- and medium
level waste and thousands of years in that of alpha waste, high-level 
waste and,. spent fuel)' are' requited which are beyond the realm of direct 
exper~~tice •. 
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Hence, in addition·. to· legal~ ·r.egulat~·ry and administrative provisions 
covering· the .. pesceful :use.,. of .nuclear energy in the Community .}!ember 
State A,' specific· provisions 'are necessary to ensure safe disposal. Such 
provisions' already' 'exist' or are in preparation and can be divided into 
two categories. :· · 

The first·· category· covers the definition and evaluation of radioactive 
packnges and the associated quality-control criteria and procedures, the 
uriderground disposal facilitie~ and the storage sites in ordet to ensure 
that disposal ie carried out with the requisite 1 evel of safety. All 
national procedures make provision for a public inquiry regarding the 
selection of the final sites. 

The second cate~ory covers the structures required for the preparation 
and exect1tion of disposal operations. All Community Member States which 
possess nuclear power programmes now entrust all or part of these tasks 
to executive organizations or special agencie.s on the basis of the 
polluter-pays principle. Substantial pro~ress has been achieved· in 
compnrison with the situation described in the 1983 Communication. 

Harmonization of these provisions at Community level ~ould be desirable, 
hut, in vie~ of the importance of the char1-lcteristics specific to a 
~iven disposal site, the scope of the provisions ~ill hove to be limited 
esrientially to qualitative basic principles, which are, in fact, nlrendy 
harmonized to some extent. 

III. RESULTS 01: THE COMMISSION'S ACTIONS 

In its 1983 communication, the Commission put forward the course of 
action which it considered should be adopted in the field of radioactive 
waste management and which h~s been pursued as follows: 

As regards. R&D activities, the research programmes in question (Joint 
Research Centre 1984-1987 and shared cost research programme 1985-
1989) were presented to the Council in 1983 and 1984, respectively, 
and are being implemented. 

As regards the promotion of demonstration activities, studies and/or 
projects on geological disposal at experimental or pilot-plant level 
are in progress in Belgium, Spain, France and the Federal Republic of 
Germany; thess activities are covered by a special chRpter of the 
abovementioned shared-cost Community programme. 

As regards promotion. of cooper·ation between Member States, arrange
ments have been made to enable national organisations which wish to 
do so. to participate in research relating to the underground experi
mental installations. The Netherlands is participating in the German 
project and France in the Belgian pro.1 ect. Participation by other 
countries is under study. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the light of the anaiysis set out in the appended report, which is 
summarized ·in ·section II· above, the Commission wishes to draw the 
Council's attention to the following points: 
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radioac.tiv~ ·:~~~te·::manag~ment is .an important feature of !Htfety and 
environmental protection. lmme·diate ·priority intist be accorded to the 
adoption. of management .practices, particularly the selection and 
opening-up of disposal. s'ites (for permanent disposal); 

. ( : ... ' •• ·'I 

the Community · action which has been successfully undertaken for 
several·years with the support of ·the Community institutions must be 
energetically continued, both with regard to R&D and along the lines 
laid dow in the Comtnunity·plan of action in the field of radioactive 
waste •. This mainly implies the encouragement of technical cooperation 
between Member States; concerted action on management practice~ and 
criteria and harmonization where necessary; information for the 
public etc • 
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EXECUTIVE SL~ARY 

1. The Community plan of action in the field of rlldioactive waste for 
1980-92 provides for continuous analysis hy the Commission of the 
situntion regarding radioactive waste management in the Community. 

A first report was forwarded to the Council in 19P.3. TI1e preRent 
report updntes and supplements the informnt1Cln presented in the 
first report; it also provides information on the situation in the 
countries which .1oined the Community in 1986, namely Spnin lind 
Portugal. 

2. All Member States produce rndioactive waste from medical and 
non-nuclenr induf':trial activities and research; thi~ w.1Rtc acc .. unt!i 
for a sf?,nificant proportion Cli the totnl Arisiny,s. Mem'rler St:1tCb 

with nuclear power programmes <~lso huv.:: tc r:ope wl th l.':wtc from 
nuclear power plantR and the installationR of the associated fuel 
cycle, which, in terms of the rndionctivity it contain!;, .1ccounts 
for most of the waste produced. 

The present estimates of cumul:Jtive wnHte .1ris1ngs ewer the l':iH6-
2000 perioci nre lower in term!; of hoth \'n]ume nnd r;;dionr:ttvity 
than those made in 1983. ThiH decrc<Hle chief1y reflects .1 rlownwitrd 
revision by ahout 25% of the cstimntccl inRtalled nuclear po.,·cr 
capacity in the Community of r:he Twelve in the yenr 700() Ml compar
ed with forecnsts made in the Community of the Ten in l'HD. 

Never.theleas, the foreseeahle order of mn~·.n1tude nf cumulntiv~ 

arisings of radioactive waste for the C:or:Jmuntty nu a whole over tht_:, 
1986-2000 period remains unch:mged: ahout one million m3 of low
and medium-level waste, aevernl tens of thousands of m3 of witste 
containing 11lpha emitters nnd several thousand r.; 3 of hi~h-1cvel 
vitrif1.ed waste. These volumes are small in compnrison with the 
arisings of non-nuclear indur;trial waste which, 1 f not adec;uately 
stored and disposed of, can be dangerous to man. 

3. Some 30 years' experience has been acquired with the cnnagement of 
low- and medium-level radioactive waste·; roughly one million m3 of 
waste has already been definitively disposed of, a quantity which 
is approximately equiv~lent to the volume likely to he produced in 
the Community as a whole by the end of the.century. I.and disposal, 
mainly by shallow burial, has accounted for 94% of this volume and 
sea dumping for the remaining 6%. 

The international suspension of sea dumping since the last such 
operations were carried out in 1982 has obliged sever a 1 Member 
States to concentrate their efforts on adaptation to land disposal. 
New sites on land will hence have to be opened up. 

4. Basic technologies for the management of· alpha and high-level waste 
are now available and s0111e of them have reached the stage of 
industrial application. Nevertheless, development work should be 
continued, particularly on treatment and conditioning processes to 
render alpha-contaminated waste suitable for disposal in deep-lying 
geological formations. · 
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5. ',.TaRte cont11ining alpha emitters has h~theno heen stored pcndin.~ 
diAposal. Althouj;\h it was initially ex.,ectec thllt afteR ior the 
S(Pnlo~1cnl rl!Rpoaal of Ruch waste •Jould be available earl:: !n tht> 
laat dt-cHde of the ~entury, it is nO'w' evident thnt onlv one will ~,~ • 
renrly hefnre hnlf of the decnde ha.'i elR?sec. '!'hat excertinn is rLc 
r:er:nll~ d!Hposal Rite KONRAD: the decision ::o Rrant An "''eratin.>.: 
·]teens~ 1H expec:teci to he tnken towa:-ds ir,gr;_ Since :h•th1n;.: is tc• 
bt: r,llln~d by deJRying the d1fi/)0Hil1 0~ thir; ty))e oi lo'ufite, efforts 
Rhould he made to avold further delays in sel~cting and openin~ up 
rllnpnflfll sites, 

6 • n 1 H lH 1 R R l of h 1 g h -1 eve 1 waRt I' n n d I or s p cr. t f u e l " t ~: r e 11t a e p t h H in 

su!tnhle ?,eological formHtionR 1.<. heing !itud!ed In 11ll Cc>mmur.ltv 
countri.cs which pORAeRt> a nuclear power ?ro~n~cm:e. Such form11tiona, 
for ez;11nple salt, clay and crystalline ror.i<., are .,.;del·' prt>Aent ln 
the Comr:lliTl! ty. The know led;.~,c already acf1u1 red is no..., he t n;.:, supp 1 e

menr • .-d .1nd ver1!!ed rhrou~h re~>earch !n scvernl d~el' •mderKrount! 
l<ihorator!•!~l. The fens!ld1ity of th:.! cor.cc~t will be demonRtrnted 
frJrthcr through the opernti,~n of Hevernl experimcntnl undc.'rground 
1 n .4 t 11 l l " t 1 on!'! , e z 1 A t 1 n ~ or p ]; 1 r' :H· J , a H t It.., fore run n e r ,, , ' f 1 n d u,.;
tr1a1-RI·:rlP. inAtnllntlons. ·:·lJ,! MP:nher SU1teH concerned hnve Ach,•
duled rite fltart ,,!· constrnc:: !on or tt~e entry lntu service of Auclr 
fnrll1t1eH for the ~>e~inning of the next centurv, 1n v1e..., of tiH' 

need to ;rllow hl.Khlv 11ctive OJfiStu - And poRs~h1v Apent :'u~l - tn 
cool do .... ;, nfter Htorn)o(c per1or1A which ure determined, in ;->nrti
r:u]nr, hy the intended host ro.:'K; in the case of Rorr.e typeA of 
f,eolog ic,,] f ormnt ion, rlecadeR may he requ 1 red. 

7, ThiR re!;earch nH a o,rhole forms an Jntegr<d pHrt <1f the r.ommunity'H 
H.&ll proe;rarnme, and the Cnmmun!ty hoth provides R1Knificnnt t.;upport 
for tht• finnnc.iug and coord1nnt1on of the research nnrl promnte!J 
informnc1on exchangP.. r.oopcrnt ion betwet!n Member Stntes is on the 
increase nnd iH furthered, in pnr.ticular, by arrnn~ementa whir.h 
enable ury,nnisat1ons and research workers in one Member State to 
participate In research in underground pilot instnllations in other 
Member States under the Community's R&D prop,ramme. 

8. The snf0ty of diaposnl cannot he verified easily, since Jon~- of 
very long-term nHsessmentH are required which ·are beyond the renlm 
of direct experience. ProgreAA is being made in evaluatin~ the 
performance of isolation ay~;tems, particularly at Community level 
within the framework of the PACTS pro.1ect (Performance Assessment 
of Geological Isolation Systems). 

Specific provisions are hence necessarv to ensure safe Jisposal, 
and can easily be divided into two categories: 

The first category covers the definition and evaluation of radio
act,ive packages and the associated qual ~'-y-control criteria and 
procedures. the stctage installations and the underground reposi
tories in order to ensure that disposal is carried out with the 
requisite level of safety. All national }Jro<:cdures in this field 
make provision for a public inquiry regarding the selection of the 
final sites. 

The second category covers the structures required for the prepara
tion and execution of the disposal operations. All Community Member 
States which. possess nuclear power programmes now entrust all or 
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on the basis of the polluter-pays principle. Substantial profi.ress 
has been achieved in comparison vith the situation described in the 
1983 Communication. 

Efforts are being made under the Corrununity Plan of action in the 
field of radioactive waste to harmonise some of these provisions, 
where Ruch harmonization seems feasible and neceAsary. 

9. Radioactive waste management is important to safety and environmen
tal protection. In consequence, it ie imperative that current 
pro.1ects be successfully completed P,Y continuing R&D work at both 
national and community lev~!s. The highest priority must he accord
ed without delay to the selection and opening-up of disposal sites. 
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. The Commun'ity -~ pl an"·of Yaction12in t,(the'. field of.: radioactive .vaste for. 

1980-92 • approved ·l)y the. Cound.l ()(,MiniSters of the European Communi
ties in february' 1980*~ :provides under point 1 for continuous analysis 
by the Coramission:·of. the situation· regarding radioactive vaste manage.:. 
ment in the Community. ,:f;· · , :."~ . ·'·· · 
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To enahl e the.· Community and. the- Member States to make .:uRe of ·the 
results of such an analysis, the Couudssion reports periodically to 
the Council of Ministers. . . .. 

.. • r '·. "~ ~ 
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The first report vas forwarded to the Council in. 1983**. The present 
report is thus the. second of its kind~ it updates and supplemenis the 
-fnfornntion ·presented· in the first report and for the first time 
provides information on the. situation in the countries vhich .1oined 
the Community .in ·,1986, namely· Spnfn and Portugal. 

·. ' ~ .~ .. ,:\~ .. . : ... :-.{~¢~~~"":- . ~ . .; .\_ . l-"f .f '~.-:.... - - ·\ 

The report inc6~~or.ate.s .. only ·'in· abridged form, ·and to the extent 
necessary for a~ understanding:of the text, the general information on 
radioactive vaste'·.set out. in the first report, to vhich the reader 
vill hence have.to· refer vhen the need arises. 
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Thrcl!· .. types ... o~ ·activity· which .genentte rlldloactive waste c11n he 
· considered .. wtthin ·the European Co~m~~unity•: 

.. •. ·.:.·· •.,::·/ ·.. ~-:<~~~/~:·~~~·~:-:.}:::_~:! ~~;-~J·:·~ ~" ... 
nuclear power-prochtction, :. ··.:: 

- reaenrch RCtivttfeo·;;,·•':·;,_;r, _','.1 .. :;:'·.'· 

- indust:ri~l:·and·m~dlcni:~~ttviii~~ involving the use of rndio-

.nt~cl. ~.~.~~-~:~·>1~~~~':-{~i?~J .. '·:·>·· .. ; :.;:.: ~:- -~ . . . 
The telntlve ·tmportnnce of' theRe Aources varies consldernhly from 
one Community: country- to nnother:. a 11 Coe1muni ty co\mtries common-
1 Y USe t'Od iOilC t i VC : C 1 ementA' for t'8 fiCil rch 1 f ndU8 t T fn 1 110d thern-
pe\it f.c purpoaes. t t is. the CO\Jntrlert wt th nuclenr power prop,rnm
mr.R which· generntc waste 'contnlnin~ most of the radioncttvity 
produced. nnd nccountinr. for the greater pnrt of the rndionctive 
wnnte nrfnlng in the Communitynn· n ..,.hole. 

,._ ·: .· 

Hnclfo.1ct:ivc \ornate cntcr,orfes 

· Hndtotictive vn~te ~omprfs~s-:a;grcnt vnriety of materinlA. Thest> 
·:mnterfnls can .. ·hnv.~.,· different. physical/chcmicnl Atntes 1 can emf t 

· · ·scve.rnt:: type·s~'o'f/'rndiation** ·and: cnn hnve rAdioactivity levels 
''ranging' ovcr·;ri~ve'i4l~orders _:o(;magni tude... . 

··.·. ~ , '-< .. ·· .. ;:·:~::~·:r:·_·:··: .. ~.~}·:·;~·.· .. ·~;·~-~:~}·.·~~~:~:~::~:~·-<.· ··{:· ... :~.:~~:.: .. . .. . ; 
·.Clearly .• · this .diversity:. results ;.in videly differ1n~ potentinl 

hAznrds nnd~th~r~f~~~ ri~~essttnt~idtff~rcnt types of management • 
. :~Rnd{o~~iiv~~,..n~~e-~~s~~h~n~~ b~ ~lnss~fied by categories. 

1 

: : ;.,'~r:: · ·~: J~~ t~: ' • .... :•.\,,:·~~~ ~·~•.;¢\~· ~·:;(~!~~:.it ... ~\:·',,. r.+ij:~!~. ~ :~J~ >~~:\,~ ··~ ', ~ · ·~·;' ·~ 
. ~. -i~"· Thc:_·~la.sstO,c"a·i:·'t'cin{d·e.scrth'ed below ·has_. already be.en used tn the 

:·~;~.first. report.>U983)·.'.;and ··wi:ui.~choeer\'because it is the best "Wny of 
, • ·• , , , •. 1· , . "1 •• • <'" • .,.. .~ ,1.. • I • 1 • , • 

:·_., .. '.~·.' ._rr~~en~ing'd i!'ri:~.t,~~.-)~lls~.'i;::~.~;?;;,._t~~~;.-So~uni ty, . quanti tll t 1 ve dn ta on 
-:·· . . :.,the:· treated?.;'and,; conditioned·:, radioactive -vaste · produced· in the 

.. :~: .. :·; Mcmbcr·;;Stat~s-\,({~tl'cl~b'y;.;·the:fccimn\unity ~a· ... Joint Research Centre).' It 
• .•• ·.'~. • • ·.,.~ ·\0, ·~ .•. tt'"}.'f•' • 1 ·.J• •. I'~JI. ·.: ,,.'.· • ,·d··· .,.·, •I ' '.' · 

)··.· · :• ,.nlso posse'sse's ·r·the'' adv:mtage": o f;{:grouping · the · rad ioac t 1 ve vns te 
.;.:; ~;'-::;.'.-'into ·'categorie' . 'whi'~h _:;~corresp'ond_:: t<i:;the; dt'sposd options applied. 
··: .. _ _.;'\_:>at ::pres . t,;', .or . o'n . lat'ed ';': _inJ~tl{e~~: ~ember_· 'stat~s {see Chapter 

):··i:~~I.ll' r ·· · · .:~~l~l.·±:::, . 
·--.;'.~~rJ~$ ... ·~·' ,~.~ :·n . . ;·: 
··~ :'vi·t.hin' the scope of thta repo-.. c. 

(t~r!t~~~~:t~~~t;:;~~;:• ::,~~:<~: 1 ~:·.···~ :

0 
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Four main waste categories are distinguished: 
. ' . ~ ' . 

low-level 'o;aste, 
-medium-level wnste, 
- alpha waste, 

high-level waste. 

These categories, and the inc luf; ion of a "type" of wast c in 0nc 
category rather than in another, ore obviously not of a rc~lln
tory or normative nAture. Moreover, the management prActices in 
some Member States may be such that categories or types of waste 
identical to those considered in this report mny not exist at 
national level. 

(a) The low-level waate category covers waste (mn1nly technolo
gical) containing or suspected of contninint-\ het.1-~nmmn 
emitters and mainly naturally occurring alpha emitters in 
low concentrations (and therefore of lol.' activitv) produced 
hy research centrca Hnd arising from induAtrinl nnd mcrltcnl 
uses of radioactive elements and from the operations conduc
ted in various installntions involved in the nuc1enr fuel 
cycle. Tite concentrntion of the other alphn emitters (pluto
nium, americium, etc.) in this waste category is verv low 
nnd is very strictly monitored·. The radioactivity of Ruch 
wastes becomes negligible throu~h natural decay llfter 
several centuries nt most. The waste produces only ne~li~i
ble amounts of heat. 

(b) The medium-level waHte category* comprises waste contnininR 
mainly beta-gamma emitters in relatively high ~oncentrn

tions. This waste originates, for the most part, in nuclear 
power. atations (ion-exchange resins, filter cartridges, 
evaporator concentrates, etc.). The alpha-emitter cnncentra
tion.in waste of this category is extremely lov, as in the 
case o.f .low-activity waste. Only negligible amounts of heat 
are generated. 

(c) The waste in the alpha vaate category* comprises technologi
cal and process waste from nuclear laboratories conducting 
research on tran~uranics, plants fabrica~ing uranium-pluto
nium mb:ed.;.oxide fuel elements and spent-fuel rept'ocessinr, 
plants~>Some of this waste is lev-level waste containing 
only· alpha·. emitters. The remainder is medium-level vaste 

-'contairting 81 ph.a, ·beta ana f!;amma emitters vh i ch arises at 
reprocessing plants and includes hulls, caps and fines from 
fuel elements. The.radioactivity in such wastes persists for 

. very:·.long pe.d.ods because long-lived alpha emitters are 
present. Only Btnall· amo•J"lts of heat are generated. . ' .... :~ .. . ·'"-, 

In the. Federal ·Republic of ·.l~emany, tried~um-level vaate anrl alpha 
waste::·which >prciduce only negligible amounts of heat are combined 

:with .. wa.ste·;:;in·~·:the::lov-level category in v1ev of the fact that 
. deep-lying'.se.ologicat.formationa· vill be used for the disposal of 

·._. all·-catego.r18s·~·o;.:waste~ ... '~·. . ::.::,.· .. 

. . . :>:·:;)/r.::;i:i/.d~iJ~H)t:)~v~{~;:·:.':;:: ::-.:~:·:~~~'.~; '~:ij ~,~·:: . .-; .. 
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(d) The high-level waste category comprises, for the purposes of 
this report, solely vitrified waste* containing the "ashes" 
arising from nuclear combustion (fission products and 
transplutonium elements which are alpha and beta-gamiila 
emitters). These ashes are separated from the unburnt 
nuclear fuel - (uranium and plutonium) in radiochemicril 
installations (reprocessing plants) which treat the spent 
fuel discharged from the nuclear power stations. Such waste 
contains the greater part of the radioactivity; it remains 
dangerous for very long. periods and emits an appreciable 
amount of heat for several centuries. 

(e) If the decision is taken not to undertake reprocessing of 
the spent fuel discharged from the nuclear power stations, 
it is declared to be waste and constitutes A cnte~ory 

separate and distinct from high-level waste. The spent fuel 
from the THTR reactor** in the Federal Republic of Germany 
and that from the light-water reactors in Spain arc examples 
of such waste. 

Oischargea of liquid and gaseous effluents into surface waters 
and the atmosphere, which take place with due regard to the 
radiation protection regulations in force and are adequately 
mont tored, are communicated to the Commission of the F.uropc<~n 
Communities and form the subject of periodic Commission reports; 
they are not dealt with in this report. 

A special category of low-level waste which is not covered hy the 
scope of this report, since it is not relcvnnt to the Community 
llR a whole, is made up of the residues from the extraction <md 
processing of uranium ores. The quantities produced lit the 
extrnction site are very grent, and the naturnl r<~.dionucl ides 
present release a radioactive gas called radon ( 222 Rn). Dischar
ges containing such waste undergo special treatment to reduce th~ 
radiological risk to the public. 

I. 3. Nuclear power progrArmnes 

The production of radioactive waste associated with nuclear power 
programmes is directly proportional to the scale of those pro
grammes. It also depends on the type of nuclear installation 
under consideration~;**· It is therefore appropriate to recall how 
such programmes were developed and to assess their future deve
lopment prospects. 

* In the Federal Republic of Germany, this category is defined as a 
waste producing a significant amount of heat. 

** THTR: Thorium Hochtemperaturreaktor in Hamm/Uentrop. 
*** It will be noted, in particular, that the GCR reactor type, which 

is installed chiefly in the United Kingdom, and its associated 
fuel-cycle installations (reprocessing plants, etc.) produce 
almost four times as much waste per unit of electricity generated 
as the LWR reactor type wit·h its fuel-cyCle installations. 

~ •- j 'I ' ' • • , • ' 

; ~ ., . .:: ... •:, f".- ·, • '\ , I • i ' 
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Several Community countries have installed nuclear paver plants 
since the late 1950s. The installed nuclear pover capacity in the 
Community rose gradually to reach about 77.5 GWe* in 1985. 

As regards the futuret the 1986 end-of-year forecasts relating to 
the development of nuclear power programmes up to the year 2000 
are summarized in Table 1.1 t whi·ch shows 1 country by country and 
for certain ~ey yearst the net nuclear power capacity installed, 
committed and planned at the end of each year. 

The 'estimates are obviously sub.1ect to a number of uncertainties. 
linkedt on the one hand, with economic developments in the 
various countries, and, on the other han~. with political deci
Rions concerning energy sources. 

For the sake of comparison with the 1983 report, note should be 
.taken of the Danish decision not to adopt nuclear power produc
tion 1 of a slowing-down in the rates: of development forecast for 
the Federal Republic of Germnny and Fnmce, and of the Ttnltan 
and Dutch forecasts regarding certain projects for the construc
tion of nuclear power stations by the end of the century. Taken 
As a whole, the estimate of the net nuclear power capacity 
installed, committed or planned up to the year 2000 is ahout 307. 
(in order to obtain comparable values, the Spanish capacity has 
not been taken into account) below what it was in the first 
report in 1983. 

1.4. Future production of wnate in the Community Member States 

The estimates given below refer to the annual production of 
treated and conditioned** radioactive waste produced by nuclear 
power programmes and the various fuel-cycle installations*•* and 
to radioactive ~aste resulting from research and the production 
and utilization of radioactive elements in industry, medicine, 
etc. They are based on information from national sources supplied 
by Member States' delegates on the Commission's Advisory Commit
tee on Programme Management ·~anagement and Storage of Radioac
tive Waste", which is.responsible for advising the Commission of 
the European Communities during the implementation of the Commu
nity plan of action in the field of radioactive waste. 

These estimates cover a period of 15 years, from 1986 to 2000. 

Furthermore: 

As a result of technological progress in general and of. the 
research and development work undertaken in certain Member 
States, processes for the treatment and conditioning of waste 

* This figure includes the Spanish cat~acity (5.6 GWe), which was 
not included in the figures of the previous report. 

** Estimated volumes after treatment and conditioning by means of 
current methods' despite the fact that some of. this waste' in 
particular alpha and high-level waste. will not be conditioned 
for several years. 

*** Except for the low-level waste arising during the extraction and 
processing of uranium ores. 
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COUNTRY 

BELGIUM 

FED. REP. 
GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALYU 

TABLE I.l. 

Nuclear pover programmes in the Member States 
of the European Community 

Net power installed at the end of the year (GWe) 
(a) -pover stations in operation, committed and 

planned 
(b) • only pover stations in operation or 

c0111mitted 

l985 1990 1995 2000 

I ' 
(a) I 5.4 5.4 5.4 6.B 
(b) I 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 

I 
I 

(a) I 16.2 23.6 24.9 27.5 
(b) ! 16.2 23.6 ! 23.6 ?.:\. 6 

I 
I I 

(a) I 5.6 I 7.5 8.4 9.3 
(b) I 5.6 I 7.5 7.5 7.5 

I I 
I I 

(a) I 38.8 I 57.3 ! 65.0 70.0* 
(b) I 38.8 I 57.3 61.0 61 .o 

I I ~. 

I I ! 
(a) 1 1.3 3.3 I 6.1 9.5 
(b) I· 1.3 I 1. 3 I 3.3 3.3 

I I I ! 
I I I I 

NETHERLANDS(a)l o.5 I 0.5 I 0.5*** I 0.5*** 
I . I I(+ 2 to 4) I(+ 2 to 4) 

(b) I 0.5 I 0.5 I 0.5 I 0.5 
I I I 
I I I 

UNITED (a) I 9.6 I 11.8 I 15.0****1 18. 7****1 
KINGDOM (b) I 9.6 I 11.8 I 

1 1 I 

* Estimate not covered by the 9th Energy Plan. 
** Forecasts for Italy might be modified. 

10.0 I 8.7 I 
I 

*** Forecasts of nuclear capacity are to be revised in the Nether
lands. The additional quantities of waste that would arise in the 
event. of greater capacity were estimated by COVRA. 

**** Accord~ng to a moderate growth scenario put forward by the CEGB. 
· .. ·'' 
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which enable better volu~e reduction factor~ to be obta1nerl 
vf.ll be available during the coon1ng years, Any advAnce tn 
this field vill reduce the quantities C~( wAste to levelA 
lover than those set out in the !ollow1n~ tahleA; 

the choice of the type and the extent of the treatment and 
conditioning to be applied to the wAste depends in lnr~e 

measure on the dispoRnl options adopted and ~ust be opt1~t7.
ed vith thou options in mind. Since several Member StateA 
have ao far not mnde definitive choice~. the quantit1eR of 
waste to be treated and conditioned nu heaet hy uncertntn
ty; 

the reactor aperntt~g modeH, the fuel lnnding/unlondinR 
patterns and the hum-up rates nre re~olnrly 11djunted wtth n 
view to more effective economic .optimization, and, inter 
alia, with the aim of decreasing thE' quantities of waAt'e 
produced h'l the nuclear power progrnmmea, 

An regards waste nd_sing from nuclear r~senrch activ1t1e~ nnrl 
from induotrinl and med1col une of rnd!velP-mcntH, which fR of 
relevRnce to all the Community Mcmh!!r StAtes, it should he 
pointed out .that the production of such wnate war. prcoumed to he 
constant over the three f tva-year pc r iod n under cont~itlc rat ion tn 
that report"'. In the cnse of Community countrf eR with tncre.1Rin~·. 
nuclear power productf.on, nnd henr.c nn it1crcnstnr, r.unntft:'' of 
waste, the proportion of the total Vt,lume which they genernte fR 
inevitably decrcos1n~ (see Table !.2.). NonethelcRA, the GUllntl
ties of that w11stc which lire produced amount for the t fme hctn~ 

to a conotderable proportion of the totnl ~mount of wnRtE' nrlalng 
in Member States which, nt present, hove a smnll inHtallecl 
nuclear power capacity, such as Italy and thH NetherlnnrlR. 
By the end of the century, however. the nctual qunntity of ouch 
waste will represent only a smAll percentage of the total nmount 
of waste produced, in France and the United Klnp,dom in particu
lar. 

As regards radioactive vaatc frcm nuclear pMrer pt·ogramrnea, the 
situation hitherto can he summarized afl follows: 

The radioactive waste produced before 1986 is ~ither awaiting 
conditioning or haa been conditioned and otored in a monitored 
interim-storage facility, or has already been deHn1tely disposed 
of. Table 1.3. presents, country by country, the quantities of 
waste awaiting disposal; in order to mnk~ tho figures uniform, 
the conditioned-volume equivalent is indicated even if the waste 
has not yet been conditioned. Table 1.4, presentn, country by 
country, the method of disposal, the disposal site and the volume 
of waste already disposed of. 

It is to be expected that production of this vnate will increase 
over the three periods: it is, however, very difficult to make 
reliable estimates. Moreover, better volume reduction factors can 
be expected in this field as well. 
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TABLE l. 2. 

Percentage of vaste arising from activities not linked to 
nuclear pover generation 

I 
I Percentage by volume of vaate ar1s1n~ !roc re-
I search activities and usee of radionuclidea in 
l relation to the total amount of waste produced 
r (illustrative values) 
I 
I 

COUNTRY I 1981 - 1985 1995 - 2000 
I 
1 

BEI.GJUM I 25 1 s 

SPAIN I 6 4 
I 

FRANCE r 20 6 
I 

FED. REP. l 
GERMANY r 25 21 

l 
ITAT.Y r 50 12* 

I 
NETHERLANnS I 40 t,o•• 

I 
UNITED KINGDOM I 12 R 

I ! 

In the case of Denmark, Greece, Ire land, Luxembourg and Portugal, 
which do not have nuclear power programmes, the proportion is obvious
ly 100% •. 

* See footnote** to Table I.l. 
** See footnote*** to. Table 1.1. 
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It •hould be noted that, in the case of countries which possess 
nuclear veap<ma, _the quantitiu indicated in Tabie 1,4, contain 
an unspecified percentage of waate of military origin. lt would 
appear that about 1,000,000 m' of waste, mainly of low acth·1ty, 
has been disposed of by a variety of means since the beginninR of 
the nuclear era and w1.th reference to the present Co1rm1untty 
as a whole. 

The present and future situations can b'e evaluated on the bnsls 
of the nuclear-power-prograiDDie estiutes in Table 1. 1. The data 
concern the net power capacity, installed at the end of the yur 
and based on power stations in operation, committed and plllnned, 
given in point (a) of that table. Howevet', and lllore part 1cularly 
in the case of waste produced durfng reprocessing, account wnA 
taken in so!lle cases of a certain lapse of time to enAble tront
ment and conditioning of the vaste to be cRrried out. These 
estimates are beset by the sRme uncertainties nA thoAe concernin~ 
the nuclear programmes themselves. 

Th_e estimates ·relating to each Member· StRte have been divided 
among the four vaste categories described in Section I.2. and arc 
presented, accumulated per five-year period, in TableR r.s .• 
1.6~, 1.7. and 1.8. for lov-level, medium-level, alpha and 
high-level vaate, respectively. The increase in the quantity ot 
waste produced over the years 1s not quite proportional to the 
grovth in installed nuclear pover capacity. This is due mainly to 
the volume reduction allowed for in anticipation of the ~radual 
introduction of new treatment and conditioning techniques. In the 
case of the United Kingdom, the greatest influence in thiR 
connection results from the gradual shutdo'lo'tl of GCR (Hagnox) 
reactors and their replacement with AGR or LWR reactors (see 
Section 1.3., footnote concerning the GCR rcnctor type). 

As regards waste arising from the decommissioning of nuclear 
installations,.for which an estimate vas in preparation vhen the 
first report vas published in 1983, it vould seem that, during 
the period under consideration (1986- 2000), it would be produc
ed through the dismantling of a 8111.1111 number of reactorR of quite 
low power, mainly in the Federal Republic of Germany, France and 
the United Kingdom. The corresponding overall production of 
lov-level waste can be estimated at several thousand cubic metres 
per reactor. 

The di81D8ntling of large power reactors should give rise to 
greater quantities of waste (of the order of 25 000 m3 in the 
case of a PWll vith a capacity of at least 800 M\le and of the 
order of 40 000 m5 in the case of an AGR). 

Low- and vary low-level waste will make up 80% to 90% of the 
w .. te a'ridng from dinantling, the remainder being chiefly 
aediUlll-level vaate; only a small quantity of steel from the areas 
near the reactor core will have been sufficiently activated to be 
considered as waste requiring deep geological disposal. 

The . production of such vaate will remain extremely lov in the 
Community during the 1986-2000 period under consideration, 
although some ten mediua-lized reactors have already been defini
tely shut down and soma 50 nuclear power stations will probably 
be taken.out of.sarvica by the year 2000. A policy of delayed 
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TABLE 1.3. 

Waste in interim storage which was produced before 
1986, treated and conditioned or presumed to have 

been conditioned* 

Quantities of waste in interim storage (m') 

I COUNTRY 
J 

I Low- 1 
I level I 
I I 

Hedium-1 
level I 

I 

Alpha High
level 

Remarks 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I . 

I 
I 
I 
I 

BELGIUM 

FED. REP. 
GERMANY 

SPAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

NETHERLANDS 

UNITED 
KINGDOM 

l I 
l l;SOO l 
I l 
I t 
l I 
l I 
136,200**1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
l ·I 
I I 
I 8,075 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 0 I 
1 I 
I I 
I 1,780 I 
1 r 
I I 

2000 

0 

I 
0 I 

I 

350 

7,000 

3,000 

20.000 

75 

0 

37,000 ! 

I 
260 I 

I 
I 
I. 

200 

Medium-level waste 
included in the 
low-level wsste 

Medium-level and 
! alpha waste inclu

ded in the low
level waste 

715***1 
I 
I 

25 I 
I 
I 

0 
I 
I 
I 
I 

700 I 

Medium-level waste 
included in the 
low-level waste 

Waste presumed to 
be conditioned~••• 

. ! 

Other coun
tries 

I Small 
! trial 

quan.titiea of waste arising from medical, 
and .R&D activities 

indus-

TOTAL 
I 
! 51,600 
1 

I l 
I 7,400 I 60,100 
I 1 

1,900 Totals are rounded 
off 

Moat of the alpha and high-activi~y waste (stored in liquid form) has not 
yet been conditioned. For uniformity of presentation, the volumes indicated 
in this table are those which could be obtained by conditioning the waste 
with the methods available at preaent. 
Of which 7 000 m3 unconditioned, talten into account with a post-condition
ing reduction factor of 1.5. 
Quantities arising from the reprocesaing of fuel from the national reac
tors. 

*** The unconditioned quantitiee in interim storage are 8 900 m3
, 1 760 ms, 

376m' and 124 a 5 , respectively; a volume reduction factor of 5 is expected 
to result from cOnditioning.,. -:. 
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TABLE I. 4. 

Low- and medium-level waste dfsp<>sed of before 1986 
with conditioning products and lost package included 

I 
I Quantities of waste (m5 ) 

f 
I 

COUNTRY f Low- Medium-! Type of Site 
r level level disposal 
I 
I 

BELGIUM I 15,000 Sea dumping* North Atlantic 
I 
1 I 

FED.REP. I 96 Sea dumping* North Atlantic 
GERMANY 1 l (1967)** 

! I 
I 42,000 I 260 Deep burial Asse*** 
1 I (salt mine) 
I t 
I I 

SPAIN 1 f 
f I 
I I I 

FRANCE r 2,700 I 7,200 f Sea dumping* North Atlantic 
I I ! (1967 and 1969) 
1 I I 

..• 

l 190,000 I 80,000 I Shallow burial Centre de la Manche! 
I I f 
1 I 

ITALY I 23 l Sea dumping* North Atlantic 
I (1967)"'* 
f 
I I 

NETHERL. f 8,700 Sea dumping* North Atlantic 
f f l 
I I 

UNITED I 26,000 Sea dumping* I North Atlantic 
I I 

KINGDOM 1 630,000 I Shallow burial I Drigg 
l . I I 

* Moratorium on sea dumping since 1983. 
** As part of a joint operation organized by the OECD. 
*** In operation between 1967 and 1978. 
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TABLE I.5. 

Production of loY-level vaate of any origin, treated and 
conditioned, in various Community Member States (pover stations 

in operation, committed and planned- assumptions (a) in Table I.l.) 
{~~~{i~ -~· 

I }r\ ;.~~ . 

1 -l:!~i·) ;,------:,:-"-----------------------------------:-
}L;::, I ! Quantities of waste accumulated per five-year period (m') 

~;(r.:. : ~ I 

1991-1995 1996-2000 TOTAL REMARKS . ~~~:·:~·.. : COUNTRY i 1986-1990 i 
;lit:.::•.... '7-:I_B_EL_G_I_UM __ :I:----6-, 0-0-0-+:! -7-,-0-0_0_(_1 )~:_ .... 7-, O_O_O_(_l_)--:-L--2-0-,-00-0-~-(-l )_Th_e_s_e_q_t_sa_n_t_i_t_ic-s-:-! 

=·• ! include waste ! 

: 1r;~ : -;.i-------:i:------;..i -----.;------:.------:--~-~-~-~-;~_:_~ .... ~-~-:-~_=_;_·~-~-lll---7 
~~··;,:· I FED. REP. I 41,000 I 60,000 91,000 192,000 These quantities 

; ~~~:/,.:: ,1 I GERMANY I I include med tum-
''·•··• . I I 1 level waste and ·?i~.,_ ... 

. ·j1!j~l:'. I I I alpha vaste which 
:sh~· ::· I I I does not produce 
~f~··. ·: I I I heat • 

. :)1;~~;. ~:-----~=-----...;..: -----.;-----~------:---------:----;-
:'I:{;, ! SPAIN l 12,000 I 18,000 
.~t; :.·. I ! I 

22,000 52,000 These quantities 
include medium
level waste. ~~.~~;·. :·.~ . : I I 

' ~ii, -=-: -FRAN--c-E----:::.--8_7_,_o_o_o~::.....---86-,-o-o-o~;;...· --9 2-.-o--o_o_;-,....2-6..;.5 -, o-o-o-~1 ......;...~---...;...---;-
, 12>:::· .:-1 ------~· ~~----1~---;_..~--.;..-.----:-1 -----~---r :WJ·t: I I I I 
, ~~j~.~:·. l ITALY* I 10,000 I 11,500 13,500 35,000 I 

I ;::t• ,. · I I I 
;~~.~·-: -=-~----~~~------_;,..l ____ _;_.;,___. ___ ~------i!~-----------;-

1 
:l:;j·:.:; ! NETHER- I I I 
~'···t~·· , ! LANDS** I 4,000 I 4,000 4,000 I 12,000 t 

' ;.:;;; ;'1 ~·~--------:!~--....... -~! -----+-------:1_;_..:....---~'r----------r-'i"; .} 1 I t 1 I 
;i~/ ·~. ! UNITED l 120,000 ! 130,000 130,000 . I 380,000 I 

~~ •. ..,.r.~;-:: ~ ! KINGDOM l l l I I ;'f~·•Cl '•} 

1
1 
~£¥~; .. '·; i . ! l I I 
tfll .. ~~"~··\ ~---..:........;.. _____ ;__..:.... __ .....;, _____ +--------:li----------r-

1 ·~!!·· · ' J I I ! 
~~~}.~) f· I GRAND ! 280,000 I 316,500 359,500 I" 956,000 I 
,

1

·.. .. ;~ { I TOTAL . l ! I I 
~·i. .f .,!.1 _ ___,....;_......!,1 _;__..._:._!_I ._. ___ ..2,_ _ _;__...---!;.1 ____ 1:,_,; _ _.:.. ____ ~ 

I~ .. l ~ -~·~: .. ~~ .... ~; . 
·;~..'IJ<'·•·. . ... 

i :t.:[!,!:·~:·.~ ··> * 
! ·~~/~',·'~ : ... ** 
! ~· ':i. ::~ 
I' u ·~·· i .'1. ,, -~ :.11.. . ... 

see footnote **to Table I.l. 
see footnote *** to Table I.l. 
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TABLE I. 6. 

Production of mediU11-level waste of any origin, treated and 
conditioned, in various Coimnunity Member States (power stations in 
operation, committed or planned- assumptions (a) in Table 1.1.) 

I Quantities of vaste accumulated per five-year period (en~) 

I 
COUNTRY I 1986-1990 

I 

BELGIUM 

I 
I FED. REP. 

GERMANY 

I 
SPAIN I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

· FRANCE . I 58,000 
I 
I 

ITALY* t 1,300 

I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 

I 

NETHER~** I 
I 
I 

UNITED I 
KINGDOM I 

I 
I 
I 

I GRAND 
I TOTAL 
I 

* 
** 

250 

2,500 

62,050 

1991-1995 

I 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 ! 

.! 

! . 

I 
I I 
I 
I. 
J 
t 57;000 
I 
I 
I 3,000 
I 
I 
I 250 I 
I. I 
I I 
I· 2,500 I 
! I 
I I 
I I 

I 
l 

62,750 I 
! 
I 

1996-2000 

! 

!. 

61 ,000 

4, soo·: 

250 

3,000 

I 
68,750 I 

I 
! 

TOTAL 

176,000 

8,800 

750 

8,000 

193,550 

Rf.MARKS 

ln accordance with 
management practi
ces applied in 
Belgium, waate of 
this cate~ory ifl 
accounted for aa 
low-level waste. 

In accordance with 
msnn~em~nt pr~cti

ces ApJllied in 
r.ermnny, waste of 
this category is . 
accounted for as 
low-level waste. 

Tn nccordnncc with 
1 msnn~cmcnt practi

ccn npplicd in 
Spain, vastc of 
this cnte~ory iR 
accounted for aR 
low-level waste. 

Waste with ail 
alpha activity of 
leu .than 
10 GBC!/m5 *** 

*** 

See footnote ** to Table 1.1. 
See footno6e *~*to Table 1.1. 
1 GBq ':" ·to . Bq · ( 1 B~eque~e 1 eoneaponda to one disintegration per second) 

.. ~; ... 

!. 
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!ABLE I. 7 • 

Production of alpha waste, treated and conditioned, 
in various Community Member State• (pover atationa in operation. 

c011111itted or planned- auumptiona (a) in Table I.l.) 
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·TABL~ I.8. 

Production of high-level waste, treated and conditioned•, 
in various Community Member States (paver stations in operation, 

committed or planned- assumptions (a) in Table 1.1.) 
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• ' - , -i!'.Jf--# ';. ~ •' •-""oo~#.o.?~o4 I"'J~, )•.I'' """'"" .., ~ ~~ :;,:'~ .. ·~ T",j.•; ..... _... ~, • ~~ • • 
~ • · .... '\1""'"1,.. .... -~J.-~Fl,!l'?-~':\"'~~,.;o~ .. lf ...... l\"'1.'~1 _...,.,__.~,;~t...,. .. ~l$.," \ L "',r ... ·': • 

·; .. ,· ~~,~{:i!}?i~~~~~~v;J~t:I%~ii)~f;~t~W~~:J~hh·.:::.·> :·.· .. ;·. ··. 
d1smantlinR~·vill:;:~probably.·.be;· applied to. these. nudeu installa
tions in,:or'derYt6·':be.nef1t·:·:~cr'Ciaa tthe'.·n.atural decay of the radio-

.-~ .... • .. ,.j.-~· .. c·.t-~~--····, .. ,., .. ..,~•;,.. ·.•,. ·' 
act1vity;:,vith'ftime~'Ywhich·~-:v11V .. postpone ·the production of waste 

. . from de~:ommis'sl?~~irig~';b'ey~~d,.\~h~\.~~ar .:: 2000. · As far 1111 waste· 
· .· llr ieing .·.from·,. d isiiUlntli ng· ·of·: nuclear~· fue 1·· cycle ins calls t ions is 

' • ' '• ' ~'-•\.t~ .,. • ' ,I • • r.;l ' •\ ,_· t ' ' 

. concerned ;".::.ft Llvill~·~.racc-ount:: for:;' less> than 4% of· the waste frOGl 
• t ' ;'4 · .• ·''<. .. ' J,.•.;J ,.. • •• •. • • : •. •• -·· - ' 

nonnal reactor,'(operation ', during·::the.·. 1986-2000 period. The in-
, , c;. rease: in·J~·the·:~sq'ua~·i 1 t ie·s ~··of•'i:·.v·aste!·· aria ing · from ' dec~ission ing 

· • ·• • , ·• ·~ fie'f · • · • • .·' .. · • .. r . · · ~. , · 
vas taken .. i~t~·<~ccount;'in.:th~.::~asessment :of the required disposal 
site capecitiujthat~,\1111 .be:::requind ." < .... · 

. . . . ,;·:. ·:< .. ·. ;,':;<;~~1~ .. ~~~~~~it~~:~~~~'r:{'\.9: :.J.~~ :·::{~::·;·~:---::>: ·:··.: ... 
Quantities·, of" spent-! fu.cl' discharged fro111 paver A tat ion A. 

. . . ·,,; .. --..'::f;.'~~-.-~~~~:-:~¥e·i-~~:~.~·~~~)£~ .:: .. _.\~~ ~ .: ~.:·.. ~: .. i. ·: :·.: • ." . 

The. qunntitie.~. ~':of.;•:,spent ·fuel'·. diRcharged · from nuclenr pover 
Rtntions r.efler.t.::the effective production of nuclear po .... cr. It is 
of relevance· ·to'·:·;.chis:::'repor.t ,)nsofnr ns the proportion of the 
spent fuel which)s riot .reprocessed constitutes a Apccinl type of 
high-level; \laste (seeiSection · I.2. (d) and (e)), Tnble 1.9 
indicat~s the total.quintities that \/ill be d~schnr~ed either for 
reprocessinP,': purpos'es:. or . to' .:be. stored. 7he . quantities to be 

·. , reprocesAed 'are ,nccoiu1ted·f~r-.. a·s vitrified high-level wnste in 

·. Tabl~ ·~~8;'>:,::··:.(~~;;~~Y·'.;;·:,~.;:·:.:·:,::·,:::\, :· .... · 
It should .be stressed ... that:· the fuel consumption per unit of 
electriciti produced:~~rieB;from orie ~ype of reactor to another. 
For, that :·reason.( quantfties·::·of ··fuel per· reactor type have been 
given~· and ·the·.tota lA: have·· not been· calculn ted. 

· .. 1.6, Co~d~~ 1 ~~~ . C >; ' \ ; '\.;:; '· :;< :< ;' .. 
, f'. .. Waste classification 'nt. nlltional level does not always follow the 

:,,. ·',.:, _ .same tlnttern in ench country.·· a!nce it 1fl nn operntlonnl clnssi-
. '· fication closely linked with th~ · typeR of disposal chosen (see 
,.: ' .. '.Chapter III). The: types of. waste are hence not directly compar

able. from· one, country to another.·. With these reservations in 
· · .... · . mind, the f~lloving illustrative .conclusions can be drawn: 

;i·.-.·.~--.- . . . '. ~ ·.·i,. '. ·.· ~-· ... -·. . . ·. .. : 
• ~' ' ' .' '·q ' r . ' '. , • ' . • . • 

,:: ·.:- .. a) The total 'production. of ·conditioned. lov-level, medium-level 
.... and alpha vaste 'is. at present about 70 000 m3 /year for the 

:.·i{. ·.~ ... ~··: ... Community ··as a, vhole .. and.: should still be vell belO\I 100 000 
;;{}~\:.>,;~ '· .. :cn 3 /year<~,. at: the :~end ·,.of' the ,century •. The alpha vaste accounts 
.:,- · .,, :;:-: . ..:·rbt-;,:7%~.' to :~s% -:of-·. that·. total;: .. , th~·r medium-level. vaste for about 

~ .. ,.-~·)· ••J.\'•f'' '!'~l; ···-~~- • . • •, ,.' .,. •. _ • •' ·• -·•:- • 

:• . ;;:;;;-.~ .... ··15%* ;· ov-level· vas te :for -.the ·remainder,_ .or over 75%. 
. . 'V:J:i/;r· . . . . . . .; ::if~~.·z::+:~$~}~ft);~·:f .. \': <. . . -·>~· ... ;' .:· ·.:: .. : . 

·., ''J.'ti) : :radioactivity' gener·ated .. by the use ., of 
' . ' ' • I • • ' ' I ' •' \., ).~... ,_'\ . ' ' I" • ' ' ' • ' ' 

· entra ted ·'.in· >.the 'spent;. fuel discharged· 
•• ·~: ... h .... ,, .··~:.~~. '·.·. •• • ~ 

.. ;ste.tions;:':~vhich:·:amounta ·to. about 
.:.ilt~lp're8'ent-~1an'ci::.vill :}irtc'rease' to'·· about.· • 
·,the ~~t;)d~yof •. the}~c'entilr'Y: .. iti" the ·c~nity, 
rcice'saing~{iichedule'd)~·.fo'i·; a considerable . 

·--''"''"''-''""'""'•'-.. _._,,, .. - . d\~~11111~1-rr-edui:'e~~; verj;·:·:·appreciably.::. the·: . 
'ro'du;c'iriBLaever&l~; dozen .cubtc. metres .' . 
. ·~ar·· .· jj;~A·at:·>:. prese.nt·, . and :: several\·> .. 
' - . • ~ .... ; • ....•: ~- • • • ..'.1.· • • ' • .. . · .. ' ' ' • 

·~~nd:of~the~centur~;in'the ·· 

. ..·.· ·.;;.2~t:l?>.i:·:;~ · ... :::~}\·A.~.:::~~'::· .. ·:· .. ~ .· 
ccording··to: ~ountry ,·. reflec~~· · · 

on·tre:sulting ~· from·:the: tyPe~ of.'.'··.: .. :. 
-·--·'·-·· .... ' · · ~',cthe: type•i' .. of ;:wasta·,.·:: , ., . • ... ·, ~ '•~<~-:~:+·:::~·~-'·\~- .. 

,,,,, ... ,.,,.,,_(.;·1 f.:.;~',~;,,, (;f'l.t~.r •• :,. ":. :_. ~ -~j~-~·~·:..~ ';. . 

• 
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COUNTRY 

TABLE 1.9. 

Spent fuel discharged in the Member States 
of the European Communit'y 

1 1 
I Reactor I 
I type f. I 
I I 
! ! 
I I 

QUantity of fuel discharged per five
year period (MTHM)* 
- Power stations in operation, commit
ted or planned (assumptions (a) in 
Table 1.1.). 

I I 
t ~~----------~,----------~--------~ 
! I 1986-1990 I 

I I I I 
I I I I 
I BELGIUM ! LWR I 650 I 
t I ! 
I I I 
I FED. REP. LWR I 2,516 I 
t I I 
I I I I 
I SPAIN I LWR I 695 I 
I I GGR I 400 
I I I 
1 I I 
I FRANCE I LWR I 
I I GGR I 
I I FBR I 
I ! I 
I I I 
I ITALY** I LWR I 
I I GGR I 
I I I 

5,800 

2.')0 
200 

75 

5,900 
1,200 

5,900 
1,200 

0 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1991-1995 1996-2000 

550 

3,000 

850 
400 

6,700 

350 
200 

75 

4,500 
1,880 

4,500 
1,520 

270 

550 

3,250 

975 
400 

6,600 

500 
200 

75 

920 
2,870 

920 
1,560 

950 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

are constructed in 

in the future. 



c) The quantities of waste involved are small in comparison with 
the quantities of · non-nuclear industrial wastes which are 
generated and are also capable of harming man if they are not 
stored and disposed of with care. Consequently, only small
capacity storage facilities and repositories will be required, 
and it is unlikely that, even in thtt case of a large-scale 
nuclear programme, more than one or two sites will be needed 
in any country. 

Finally, it should be recalled that the volume of waste indicated 
in the foregoing tables comprises both the actual volume of the 
radioactive materials constituting the waste and that of various 
inert materials (cement, bitumen, polymers, glass, etc.) neces
sary for waste conditioning. The latter volume accounts for a 
considerable proportion of the final volume of conditioned waste. 
Furthermore, the numerical values in the tables also take into 
account the volume of the containers (metal drums, concrete 
containers, etc.) used as receptacles for the conditioned waste. 
In the .storage and disposal facilities, the containers, which are 
basically cylindrical, are arranged by rows; as a result of the 
free space between the drums, the space required to accommodate 
the waste is greater than the volumes indicated in the tables~ 

" ,· '.· .. •' . . :_.., 

• 
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CHAPTER II 

Techniques and installations for the treatment and conditiontnr. 
of radioactive waste and spent fuel in the European Communttv 

II.1.Introduction 

* 

** 

The management of radioactive waste comprises the collection, 
sorting, treatment, conditioning, transport, storage and, final
ly, disposal of the waste. These activities are closely linked 
through numerous interactions between them •. However, for the sake 
of simplicity, two main groups of activities are distinguished 
he low*: 

a) activities relating to treatment and conditioning, which ar~ 
industrial conversion operations intended to impart to the 
waste a form appropriate to handlin~, storage and disposal; 

b) activities relating to. disposal, which can be carried out 
either on land (shallow land burial, disposal in continental 
geological formations) or at sea (sea dumping and, possibly at 
some future date, burial in the sea bed). 

The activities relating to treatment and conditioning are the 
sub_1ect of this Chapter, while those relilting to atorage and 
disposal are described in Chapter III• 

Finally, the administrative and regulatory measutes intended to 
enable waste management to attain its main ob.1ective in the 
Connnunity Member States, namely the safety of present and future 
generations and environmental protection, are studied in Chapter 
IV. 

Concern to keep the radiological risks as· low as reasonably 
achievable (ALARA principle**) guides the choice of techniques 
and the design of the treatment and conditioning installations, 
account being taken of technical and economic factors. 

The transport operations are a special case in the context of the 
transport of nuclear materials in general and do not fall within 
the specific ambit of radioactive waste management. 
"As low as . reasonably achievable, · economic and social factors 
being taken int~ acco~nt". 



11.2.Treatment and conditioning of lov- and medium-level waste 

Almost 93% of the volume of radioactive waste currently produced 
in the C01DI!Iunity 18 accounted for by low- and medium-level waste 
(see Chapter I). 

Processes for the treatment and conditioning of such va&te are 
available and the corresponding industrial installations have 
been applying the~ successfully since the early 1950s. A general 
description of these processes and installations vas given in the 
1983 report. 

The treatizu!nt prepares the waste 1 as produced at source 1 for 
condft:fcln~it chiefly takes the form of: 

Compaction .or incineration in the case of solid waste; 
~vaporation1 insolubilization or chemical precipitation 
followed by filtration in the case of aqueous waste. 

As regards solid vaste, note should be taken of the recent 
advances achieved in the field of aupercompaction, thanks. to the 
development of high-performance presses 1 and in the field of 
incineration, thanks to the raising of temperatures, vhich allows 
for fuller COtDbustion of the products to be treated. Installa
tions 'of these different types are already in operation or are 
planned in several Member States~ 

To these advances can be added the efforts to minimize vaste 
production nt source vhich are being made in the nuclear instal
lations concerned (for example by adapting the reactor's mode of 
operation or by increasing the lifetime of certain contaminated 
c~ponents1 such as filters, so that replacements can be less 
frequent). This set of measures has already resulted in a consi
derable reduction in the volume of waste treated for a given 
production of electricity of nuclear origin and contributes to 
limiting the growth of waste volume (see Table I.5.) in compari
son with the quantities estimated in the 1983 report. 

As regards liquid waste, numerous processes designed to achieve 
high decontamination factors have recently been adopted for use 
in certain major nuclear installations; for example 1 the new 
installation for the decontamination of low-level liquid waste 
(called SIXEP, the construction .of which began in 1979) at the 
British.reprocessing piant at Sellafield entered service in 1~85. 
That very large installation makes use of an ion-exchange process 
which now enables the amount of radioactivity discharged into the 
sea to be reduced to only a few per cent of that discharged in 
the 1970s. Flocculation/coprec!pitation decontamination processes 
have been used for several years at CEN/SCK Mol. Othet' very 
effective processes are being developed, such as ultrafiltration 
(membrane separation pr~casses) or p'rocessea which make use of 
selective action on the most important radioelement& (selective 
complexing agents). The introduction of these processes will make 
it possible to reduce the volume of the sludges through improved 
separation and result in. lower residual activity in the dis

. charges. : ... . 

Conditioning imparts to the treated waste forma which reduce to a 
·· , · minimum .. the. risk· of .dispersion of the radioeleaenta in the waste 

·.· '<·;.· :.::· ... : .. ,~ .. ,:·.~:.::;~~{i~·t·;.~.~{~i:;;i.E~i:~~i:.;~!.t-/·,; ... · .::~:j~:! ~~·f~: .. :.i~·,::·:;.:~ ·~· ···· ... 
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during handling. and transport operations or in the event d 
attack by external agents (mainly water) after disposal. To that 
end, the treated wa11te is most frequently incorporated in ma
trices which solidify into blocks or structures possessin~, with 
or without external containers, the requisite safetv features 
(good mechanical strength, resistance to fire, a lo~ leaching 
rate, satisfactory lon~-term behaviour, etc.). 

The matrices most often used in the Community are ~a follows: 

cements, which have been employed since the 1950s mninl:v for 
low-level waste; a considerable effort h~s been made to 
improve their characteristics, either by changir.g their 
composition or by addinR polymers, ••• 
bitumens, which were introduced between 1960 and 1965, are 
used by several Member States; 
polymers, which were recently introduced. 

This aspect of radioactive waste management would seem, on ·the 
whole, to meet satisfactorily the current requirementR of the 
nuclear power programmes and the safety requirement A. Al thou~h 
such operations have been carried out for several decndes; they 
benefit significantly from technological advances. 

The principal characteristicR of the treatment and CClnditioning 
installations in the Community are presented in Table 11.1. 

II.3.Treatment and conditioning of alpha wnste 

Of the radioactive waste produced in the Community, 7 to fl7. 
consists of products contaminated hy long-lived alpha emitters, 
the radioactivity of which remains at a significant level over 
long periods. Most of such waste remnina untreated at present., 
pending the development of treatment and conditioning processes 
and the availability of underground disposal facilities. The 
basic technologies are available and the current R&D activities 
are focused on techniques for the treatment of liquid and solid 
waste contaminated by alpha emitters and on the conditioning of 
the hulls of spent fuel elements. The ob.1ective of these activi
ties is to develop conditioning processes which would ensure safe 
~torage and disp~sal over long periods. New processes have been 
developed and tested up to the pilot-installation stage, chiefly 
for solid plutonium-contaminated waste (see Table 11.2.). These 
processes have fields of application which vary according to the 
plutonium content of . the waste. \there liquid alpha waste is 
concerned, and despite the fact that a number of advanced proces
ses (inorganic ion exchange, selective chemical precipitation, 
electrical processes, etc.) have been studied, only the ultracen
trifugation process combined with chemical precipitation (develo
ped at Harwell in the United Kingdom) .is far enough advanced to 
be used in an active-waste pilot installation with a capacity of 
5m3 /day. Tbe·treatment generally applied in Europe to such waste 
is of the conventional type (chemical precipitation, evaporation,· 
ic,n-exchange resins, etc.). The separation of long-lived radio
elements (actinides), either with a view to recycling them or to 
degrade most of such waste into waste of other categories, is 
also under study. 



TABLEli.l. 

Principal characteristic• of inatallationa for the treatment 
and conditioning of lov- and .. diua-level waste 

Nature or type 
of waste 

I Solid (aometi-
1 mu a lao ltq.) 
1 Combustib 1e 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
1 

Solid 
Compactahle 

Solid 
Non-compactable 

He tala 

Solid 

Low- and 
medium-level 

effluent 

Sludges 
resulting from 

treatment 

Ion-exchange 
resina 

Low- and · 
medium-level 

effluent 

Low- and 
medium-level 

effluent 

Low- and· 
medium-level 

effluent 

Low- and 
medium-level 

effluent 

1 Liquid organic 
I waste 
1 
1 
I 

Liquid and 
solid organic 

waste . 

Hana~e~ent phase 

!Treatment by incineration 
I 

Treatment by compacting 
preaaea 

Treatment by ahearin~ 

Treatment by melting 

Encapsulation (mainly 
with cement) 

!Treatment, mainly by fil
l tration and evaporation 
1 
I 
I Encapsulati~n in bitumen 
! and cement 
1 
I 
I Encapsulation in poly
! mera and cement 
I 
! Chemical precipitation 
I 

1 
! 
! 
! 
1 
t 
I 

' 
1 

' . I 

Treatment by two-stage 
evaporation 

Treatment by concentra
tion/ drying 

Ion exchange 

Treatment by incinera~ 
tion 

Principal 
charac tertat tell 

20 to 150 kRlh, re
duction factors up 

to 100 

16 to 1500 tonneA, 
volume reduction fac

tora of 2 to 5 

70 to 400 m1 /year 

L 1200 tonne~/yr, volu-
1 me reduction factors 
I greater than ) 
I 
I 150 to 2000 220-litre 

drums per year 

1 
1 
I 
I 

Capacities typically 
around 4 m~/h, max. 

200 m'/h. 

650 m1 /year 

0.5 - 10 m3 /h 

100 1/h 

About 150 m3 /h 

40 1/h 

lS - 30 kg/h 

' ' 
. :. ' ... I 

Treatment by pyroliaia · I 
I 
I 
I 

! 

t 
!. 

1 
I 
t 
t 

I 
I 
I 

' .·, ,., 
.·,.f!t' ........ 



• TABLE li.2 • 

Pilot installation• for the treatment of 

' 
plutonium-contaminated vaste 

I Type of I Capacity Recovery Start of Plftce 
I fnsta}.latioo ! percentage operation vith 
I I active vaste 
I 
I Incineration I 1 kg/h 1971 Marcoule (f) 
I ' I I 
I Incineration I 5 kg/h 1973 Wtndscnle (UK) 
I I ! 
I I 
t Incineration 1 1 kg/h I I 1978 Vnlduc (F) 
I ( pyrolieia) I I I 
I ' I I 
I I I ! 
I Acid I 1-1.5 I 95 I 1983 DeBRel (8) 
I digestion I kg/h I I 
I I I .! 
I I I I 
I Washing I 1-2 kg/h I 75-95 I 1984 llannu ( FRG) 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I Slag-forming I .too kg/h I 1984 Mo 1 ( P.) 
I incineration I I I 
I l I I 
l I I I 
I Cryogenic I 6 m'/h I > 45 1985 Cadarache (F) 
I crushing I l 
I I l 
I l I 
I Incineration I 50 kg/h I 1986 Y.nrlsruhe (FRG) 
I I I 

....... ~ ..... ___ ·--
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II.4.Treatment and cond1t1on1ns o! high-level waete 

Of the volume of radioactive waste produced in th• Coeaunicy, 
O. 3% is ude up of high-hve 1 waste (also conta 1ning a lph11 
emitters) vhich 18 or h to be vitrified. This vute contain" 
almost all the radioactivity tn waste arising fr0111 the nuclur 
power programmea. The release of heat due to radioactivity ia in 
consequence a aajor concern in the manage-.nt of auch vaate. 

Radioactivity and heat emiliaioo decrease until levels 111lntlar to 
those of alpha vaste are reached after 8everal hundred yeara. At 
that moment, the high-level v11ste is similar to alpha VIIRte. 

Mo11t of the high-level Wllllte 1s nowadays tempornrily stored in 
the liquid state in tanks provided vith spechl coolin~ 11nd 
snfety ayeteins. The objective of tho treatment and condltlonin~ 
processes is to i111111obil1ze this vaete in solid matrices, auch "" 
glasses, vhfch m11int11in eatiafactory inte~rity in the lon~ term. 
Industrial development of v.srtou11· conditioning procerffleH 1R at 
preAent under vay in the Community'. Of such procuaeA, the rrench 
V{triflcat{on prOCUS (J\VJo!)ir fa 8Vaill\ble Orl 6 COIIIIIIercilll &r.ale 
and h being applied in several major facil1t1ea. In the GermAno
llelgian installation PAMP.f.A, hi~h-hvel liquid Vllllttt fro~n the 
Eurochemlc reprocessing plAnt h11a nlao been Ruccessfully vitri
fied by means of the PAMELA process. The vitrification installn
t1ona in operation, under conatruction or planned in the Communi
ty are presented in Table 11.3. 

It can be seen thnt. all sources of production of ht~h-level 
liquid vaate (mainly reprocessing plnnt8) in exiatence or plnnned 
in the Community vill be provided in due course vith vitr1!1ca
tion facilities in order to ensure that the vastc is immobilized 
and adequAtely conditioned vith a vi~v to its final disposnl. 

Alternative ~econd-gene~ation proce~ses are being studied in 
several countries; they are intended to meet very specific 
requirements (for example spent-fuel eolid residues from disso
lution processes dudng reprocessing operations) or to develop 
the capacity of the i~obilization matrix to confine the radio
activity of the vaate until it approaches that of the geological 
disposal medium 1t81lt; the containment capacity of the geologi
cal medium is considered to be tens, and even hund~eda of th6u
sanda, of years (Chapter IV). 

Of the 11011t promising processes under study, i111Z11ob11ization in 
ceraaic matrices (France, Federal Republic of Get"'Dany, United 
Kingdom) or vitro-ceramic matrices may be mentioned. 

II.S.Spent-fuel conditioning vith a viev to disposal without repro
ceasing 

The spent-fuel sub.;.assemblies dischuged from a reactor, after 
spending several years in the reactor atot:~~!...P..9.1J..4 .•. -111Ust-.undergo-··-·· 
interim atoru~ ecades in order to complete 

-- e r cooling-down process before dispoul ( .. • Chapter III). 
PrecOnditioning ~~ay in con .. quence be necessary, especially in 

·the caae . of dry interim storage. Such preconditioning, which 
provides as_a ainillml require.ent lealt-tightneea to prevent 

'.~!.·-
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TABLE 1!.3 

lndustrial~scale installations for the vitrification 
of high-level waste arising fr0111 reprocessing (in s~rvic~ 

and planned) 

Site Year of Vitrification Capacity Type of renctor! 
I commissioning process kg glaRe/year 

I 
Marcoule (a) 1 1978 AVM 72,000 liNG<: 

(France) I -t· m!l1tnry 

Mol (b) 198S PAMF.t.A 12,000 J.WR + HTR + 
(Belgium) Rpec fn 1 ·ruel 

J.a Hague (c) 1988 AVM 300,000 LWl< 
(France) 

Sellafield (d) 19RR AVM 240,000 H11gnox + 
(United Kingdom) + LWI< 

Wackersdorf (e) 199 (J PAMF.LA 201i,OOO 
(Fed.Rep.Germany) or AVM ! 

(a) 1"he Atelier de Vitrification de Marcoule (AVM) treats vnstc 
arising from the reprocessinr, of fuel elements from reactors of 
the gas-graphite natur:al-ur.anhnn (UNGG) type. 

(b) The vitrification installation in Mol, which has been denlinr. 
with active waste since November 1985, has treated liqtiid vaste 
from vater-cooled reactors (LWR), which had been stored at Mol; 
liquid waste from the Material Teat . Reactor (MTR) and special 
fuel elements is being treated at present; the PAMF.T.A. process 
(liquid-fed Joule-heated ceramic melter) was developed by KfK, 
DWK, HMI and Eurochemic. 

(c) The Atelier de Vitrification de la Hague makes use of the AVM 
process which has been adapted to deal with waste from pressud
sed-water reactors. 

(d) The WP plant vill vitrify waste arising fr0111 past and future 
reprocessing of metal fuel fr0111 reactors of the Magnox type (a 
reactor type in which the fuel cladding is made of a magnesium 
alloy) and from the reproceesin~t of oxide fuel in the Thorp plant 
(fuel frcnl light-water reactors (LWRa) and advanced gas-cooled 
reactors (AGRa)). 

~ · ... ' 

t.WR 

(e) The WAW ·. (Wiederaufarbeitungaanlage Wac'kersdorf) plant vill be 
treating._.200 tonnea .in 1996 and then 350 tonnea per year up to 
2001; :there:,are_ plans to expand the capacity to 500 tonnes per 
year :;after:: 20~_2;·:;:,;. · .··~ · ::, .. :·: _. .•. 

• . • ; .: .~;: •. ~~~7:11~·.·, .. ·~ ' .... • ... ~ '
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radioactive gases from escaping frcial the fuel rods And facili
tates the rnoval of the residual heat, 1a used as 11 means of 
conferring upon the package of radioactive fuel the long-term 
integrity which makes it suitable for disposal in a deep-lyin~ 

geological formation. Final conditioning for d1Rpo11al :::ust make 
the fuel capable of resisting rock-formation pressures and 
corrosion for several centuries~ Fin~lly, protection against 
radiation, often of the type called ~lost packagin~'. will enable 
the final product to be transported to and installed in the 
disposal repository. 

The type of conditioning is chosen in atrict accordance with the 
parameters of the final repository: type of formation, method of 
plncing the .war:;te in position, dimensions of and permissible lond 
in the access shnfts and the galleries, depth of repository 
chamber, etc. 

VariouR types of conrfitioning are undergoing design studies in 
several Community Member Stntes: simply placin~ severnl nnsem
hlien in a Jenk-tfght cylinrlrtcal contniner to he lonrled lntn ,, 
thick metal container, volume reduction by dfAn~semhlin.-. and 
cutting up the pins nnd. then embedding the piecea fn a mntrh:, 
chemical dissolution of the sub-assembly followed hy vitrifi
cntion, etc. 

Of the Community countries, only the Federal Republic of 1:erm:my 
(which is planning to dispose of sub-assemhlicA from ht~:h-tem
perAture reactors without prior reprocessing nnd intcndA to ntudy 
the feasibility of disposing of epecinl fuel elements from other 
reactor types without reprocessing) is preparing to set Uf' n 
conditioning plnnt; this pilot unit, with a capa~ity of 35 tanneR 
per year, is scheduled to be built in Gorleben; the application 
for ri construction permit vas submitted in May 1986. 

II. 6. Cone] us ion A 

Treatment and conditioning processeA for radioactive waste of the 
low- and medium-level categories, which account for most of the 
total volume (93%), are available in the Community on an indus-

, trial scale. Over the years, technological advances have cons-
_·.2.. ..................... t;.~.ry.~.h~. brought about substantial improvements in the field of 
. vas t'c· ·p--r·c;-c·e·a·iiing':·- ·-··--·---·-··-· .. ···-·---·-·-·-······-···--·····--····-·-········ ............. . 
}: 

'· Most of the other waste which contains radioisotopes with long or 
very long half-lives will remain in the untreated and uncondi
tioned state for the time-being, despite the fact that applicable 
processes exist. Such waste is stored in safe interim storage 
facilities which are continuously monitored pending the availabi
lity of disposal repositories in geological formations (see 
Chapter III). 

Furthermore: 

a) As regards, low- and medium-level waste, management act 
decrease waste production at source and the increasingly 
widespread.application of improved volU111e-reduction processes 
are.ali:eady resulting, in certain Member States, in less waate 

'• . ' . ' ~ . ' . . ' 

' ·.. ' 

· ·;:_:;;·:r5:c~~~1~)i<.:.• .. : ,· · '·,• 



to be stored for any given nuclear programme; current research 
and development vork concerns bprovement . 0 f the long-term 
reailtance of .conditioned solid products and reduction of the 
radioactive contamination of liquid effluents. 

b) Waate of the alpha waste category has not vet been conditioned 
to any great extent. although the requisite basic processes 
exist, since these processes must be s~ited to the characte
rietics of the disposal installations • which have not yet been 
selected. This state of affairs leaves ro0111 for research into 
even more efficient processes; in some cases, the separation 
of long-lived radioactive elements might make it posaible to 
achieve considerable volume reduction of part of the waste. 

c) The vttrificat.ion of high-level vaste has r.eached the stn~e of 
industrial-scaie application, and large~scale vitrification 
installations vill enter into service in various Member States 
over the next few years; other promising processes nre still 
being developed. 

d) The conditiciriing of spent fuel with a view to disposal without 
reprocessing, despite the decision of most of the Member 
States to reprocess spent fuel, is being studied intensively 
at present; the Federal Republic of Germany is plannin~ to 
construct a pilot conditioning plant. 

---~- -------------··· ------- --··--·-··-··· 



CHAPTER III 

Storage and disposal of radioactive vaste 
and spent fuel in the European Community 

111.1. Introduction 

"The disposal of r8dioactive vaste in the Community is current.,.. 
ly confined essentially to lov- and medium-levelvaste. Por the 
time being, alpha and high;..level vaste are stored. Means of 
disposal are being atudied or developed ••• ". The foregoin~ 
statement I'!, reproduced from the, 1983 report, are still valid. 

Hovever, governmental avareness of public uneaae concerning the 
nuclear industry has not heen without consequences to the 
development of the policies pursued vith regnrrl to the stornge 
and disposal of radioactive vaste. 

This is illustrated by the revision of the strategy for dispo
sal of lov- and medium-lev~l v~ste in Relgium and the Nether
lands and, to a lesser extent, in the United Kingdom follovin~ 
the moratorium* on the sea ~isposal o~ radioactive vaate 
recommended by the parties to the Convention on the Prevention 
of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Hatter 
(called the "Londo.n Convention") in February 1983 and confirmed 
in 1985. 

The complex processes for the selection of future disposal 
sites continue to be applied cautiously, and are often sloved 
down by a vide range of political and social factors. Further
more, many R&D results indicate that, although several geologi
cal formations (salt, crystaliine rock and clay) may be suit
nble for deep disposal. the specific characteristics of the 
sites under consideratiC''l are also important. As a reeult, 
there exists in several Member· States a situation .1ustifying 
the construction and operation of experimental or pilot under
ground installations. 

Finally, the economic data (stagnation in the demand .. for 
energy. the low price of oil and uranium) provide no incentive 
·to adopt rapid and widespread reprocessing of spent nuclear 
fuel. 

To these reasons can be added the technical requirement that 
high-level vitrified waste (or possibly spent fuel) should be 
allowed to "cool-down" for a period which is determined also by 

J ••• 

* Although not legally binding. that moratorium did in fact lead to 
the ~J&spendo.n._o.CalL.eea.dumping. since. 198;3; i.t.waa confirmed in 

.... ···-·····-·-···Has. pending ·additional· studies ·on the political. legal, econ01nic 
and· soCial aspects which: are ··intended to supplement the scientific 
evaluation (positive) .. presented in 1985 • 

. . , . . ·. . . ·. . 
~ .. 1:..:.:/ ... > .. ~t-: ·.· .. :·;--..~~-~~:.·~ . . ) -· .. ··,; .. . ··":· . .,.· .. l .... . : . . 
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the nature.· of the geological fonation choien for disposal 
(and mny amount. to decadea .in the cue of some host rocks), so. 
that ve ·.vould nov seem to be traversing somewhat of 11 vatting 
period· vith· ·.regard to. the disposal of such v&Bte. ln this 
context, interim storage. has bec:0111o a matter of importance, as. 
vill be seen beloW • 

. . 

All countries have a common objective in ensuring that vasrc 
vill be stored and disposed of safely and vithout harm to the 
environment. However, there are many vays in which this objec
tive can be attained, and various approaches hRve been adopted::. 

France' and the United Kingdom reprocess spent fuel, includ
ing fuel from other countries, practice hnd disposal ot 
lov-tevel vaste by shallow burial and are studying ways and 
means of disposing of other types of vaste. 

the Federal Republic of Germany has decided to bury nll its 
vas te· in deep-lying geological format ions; for th iR reason. 
only. tvo vaste categories are distinguished: waste which 
produces significant amounts of heat and vill be buried in a 
salt dome and other waste, most of vhich will be buried in 
an iron-ore mine and/or a salt mine. 

the option adopted by Belgium is to dispose of its high
level and alpha wnste by deep burial in clay formations. 
Research activities already in progress for a number of 
years have resulted in the drilling of a shaft 237 m deep 
and the setting-up of an underground laboratory. 

Italy's Magnox fuel discharged frbm the Latina power pl~nt 
is reprocessed in the United Kingdom; fuel from LWR type 
reactors is not reprocessed, but stored at the production 
site or in centralized ponds. 

·' ' 't 

the. other. vaste:;.pr.oductng countries are preparing, at 
various rates of progress, the disposal of their vaste; most 
of their spent fuel is reprocessed in France and/or the 
Unite~ Kingdom. 

• r . 

- . one r,Co~n:ity ;. countey, . Spain, has decided not to reprocess 
the~ aplnit. fuel fram' its LWR reactors and to make provision'·. 
for, ·direct ·.disposal, after an appropriate .cooling-down 
period.·.,·· ·. 

' .~ : 
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Considerable advances have been a~hfeved tn the fie~d of R&D, 
and the usr ,c cnderground galleries on a pilot scale makes it 
possible to approximate the actual operating conditions of 
dispoaal facilities in deep-lying geological formations. Most 
of these activities are conducted under the Community's R&D 
programme, which provides a framework for the exchange of 
ccientific information and promotes the exchange of technologi
cal know-how. 

As re~arda assessment of site suitability, the Community PAGIS 
(Performance Assessment of Geological Isolation Systems) group 
demonstrated that the sites currently under consideration are 
fully capable of providing the requisite effective isolation of 
waste over tens of thousands of years. 

111.2. Low- and medium-level waste 

Low- and medium-level waste contains fission products which 
virtually disappear after several hundred years through decay, 
and very small quantities of radtonuclfdes with a long half
life, of which the maximum specific content or the content with 
reference to a site as a whole is defined by the national 
authorities in accordance with the data specific to the site. 
The principles of radiation protection are applied throughout 
the management process and, generally speaking, optimization of 
the process should be the determining factor when making a 
choice in respect of a specific category. 

This waste is generally treated and conditioned quite soon 
after it has been produced. 

Interim storage takes place: 

- either at the production site, which sometimes possesses 
quite a large storage capacity; 

- or in a centralized storage facility, which is often close to 
the disposal site and is protected and monitored. 

Quite a wide range of disposal options exist, and many of them 
have been and are being put into practice; it seems that. for 
the foreseeable future, shallow land burial will continue to be 
the method applied in most Member States (see Fig. iii.l.) 

Land disposal ia carried out: 

- either by burial close to the surface, a great variety of 
repositories being used in accordance with the type of waste 
and the geological formation, ranging from a simple trench to 
an artificial underground structure; 

-or by deep burial, often.in diaused mines known to be free of 
water intrusion; the feasibility of injecting certain waste 
in liquid form into very deep boreholes is being studied in 
the Federal Republic of Germany (tritiated waste). 

As regards sea disposal, the dumping of waste at sea, which was 
practiled regularly up to 1983, has been suspended for the time 
being; that. type of · diapoaal would appear to be the beat 
possible option from an environmental standpoint for some types 
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of waste such as tritiated waste. One option which has been 
studied is the temporary or final storage of waste in artifi
cial structures on the sea surface. 

The situation in and the estimates for the principal countries 
are as follows: 

- Belgit~ practised sea dumping up to 1983 (29 700 tonnes were 
dumped be tween 1960 and 198 2) ; since then, the waste has 
accumulated on the Hol-Deasel· site, where an appropriate 
temporary storage infrastructure is under construction; a 
study on disposal by shallow burial is in progress; 

- the Federal Republic of Germany practised deep land disposal 
in the disused Asse salt mine up to 197R; the waste, in 200-
and 400 litre drums, was placed in large caverns at depths 
ranging from 450 to 715 m; the feasibility of reopenirig the 
Asse salt mine as a disposal site is being studied, and an 
opinion in this regard will be delivered as soon as a deci
sion has been reached on the entry into service, of the 
Konrad mine, probably towards 1990; 

in Spain, about 7,000 m3 of waste in temporary storage in 
200- and 400-litre drumn at the nuclear power plnnts; the 
remainder of the waste is stored at the El Cabril site, where 
there is a disused uranium mine. About 6 000 drums (mostly 
200-litre drums) containing conditioned waste from other 

.activities are stored at this site in a surface storage 
facility; about 700 drums which have so far been stored in 
the mine will be transferred to the surface facility, which 
has a maximum capacity of about 15 000 drums. Expnnnion of 
the capacity of the El Cabril fAcility by shallow land hurial 
is. under study. Preliminary studies concerning an additional 
capacity of 38 000 m3 are already in progress. Site selection 
studies for a second facility have also been initiated in 
case the need for a second site arises; 

France participated tn sea du~ping projects in 1967 and 1969 
( 14 200 tonnes of waste); nince then, shallow land disposal 
has been practised exclusively; the Centre de la Hanche 
(Nonnandy), where well over 270 000 m3 of waste has already 
been disposed of, can Accommodate 450 000 m3 of waflte; a 
pro.1ect to set up a facility to be called the Centre de 
l'Aube (Champagne) is being examined (1,000,000 m3

); 

- Italy, which participated in the 1969 sea dumping project 
with a very small quantity of waste (50 tonnes), is continu
ing to practise interim storage at the production site and in 
regional centres; the Italian system as a whole (ENEL-ENEA
induatry) baa defined a progralDIIe for reducing the volume of 
radioacttve'waste arising from the operation of nuclear 'POwer 
stations, with particular regard to future power stations; to 
this end, new technologies now available in a number of coun
tries will be applied in ord~r to optimise the martagement of 
low- and medium-level waste from this source; studies on 
diapoaal a1tea are in progress; 
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the Netherlands disposed of almost all its vaste of this type 
at sea up to 1983 (about 19 200 tonnes from 1967 to 1982); 
since those operationa ceased, interim storage in a storage 
facility near the Petten Centre (North Holland) has been 
practised; the decision to construct a centralized storage 
facility near the Borssele nuclear pover station vas taken in 
1986. Studies· on the disposal of all categories of waste in 
geological formations are in progress; 

the United-Kingdom has been burying lov-level vaste in 
trenches at Drigg since 1971: about 600 000 m5 of vaste has 
been buried. Four possible nev sites (Elstow, Hradwell, 
Fulheck and South Killingholme) are currently hein~ studied 
vith a viev to starting disposal of low-level waste in 1993. 
The sea dumping of vnste vas practised until 1982; a total 
of 57 600 .tonnes vas disposed of in this way. Medium-level 
waste and alpha vaste are at present held in interim storage. 
Most such vaste vill be treated and disposed of in a deep 
underground facility from the year 2000 onvards. 

The other Community countries are currently using interim 
storage facilities to hold their vaste, vhich is produced in 
quite small quantities. 

111.3. Alpha vaste 

Alpha vaste contains appreciable quantities <'f radionuclides 
vith a long-half life, but heat generation is virtually negli
gible. 

Since n very long period of isolation is necessary in order to 
prevent the radionuclides from rc-enterin~ the biosphere and 
such isolation can be ensured only by disposal in decp-lyin~ 
geological formations ot possibly in the sediments· of the 
seabed ·at great depths, vaste of this type is often comhined 
vith high-level vaste for the purposes of disposal. 

In the Federal Republic of .Germany, lov- and medium-level vaste 
are to be combined vith alpha waste and disposed of in deep
lying geological formations. In this connection, a decision on 
the entry into service of the KONRAD mine as a deep disposal 
facility ia expected to be taken tovards 1990. As no advantage 
is to be gained fr011 the interim storage of alpha waste, the 
United Kingdom 1a planning deep disposal of such waste ina 
specific underground installation vhile France is according 
priority to the disposal. of alpha vaste in a diSposal facility 
which is still at the planning stage (see Fig. 111.2.). Sites 
for the disposal of high-level vaate are by no means readily 
available (see also Chapter III.S. and Fig.· III.2.). Almost all 
alpha waste in the Co111111unity Member States is thus held in 

. i~~·r~m , stonge tn .. the . untreated and unconditioned state • 
. Studies are in progress to determine an optimum treatment and 
conditioning .strategy with . a view to the disposal of such 
waste. . . . ~ 
" '" .. ;, ·; .. l. • .,. 

III~4.· Interim storage· of spent fuei. 
• ' '• l :, ' ' I· . ' ' o I • • ~ ,3'· ' ' : ' ' ' 

The·.interim storage ·of spent .fuel for periods of 20 to 50 years 
ia,being.eontemplated in ~everal Member States. Throughout the 
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world, considerable experience has been acquired over more than 
20 years with the storage of spent oxide fuel in ponds. Less 
experience with dry storage* is available, but the technical 
feasibility of this method has been confirmed and. in the lon~ 
term, dry storage could prove to be ~ore advantageous thAn pond 
storage. 

It is important to note that reprocessing has to be carried out 
quite soon after disch~rge from the reactor in the case of fuel 
from reactors of the g'raphite-gas type, \lhfch is not suffi
ciently resistant to corrosion to withstand prolonged storage 
in a pond**· 

Before storage practices fn the Member States are reviewed, n 
description should be given of the available pptions: 

- storage at the reactor nite (AR u at reactor site) is neces
sary, for several months at least. in orrler to allov the 
waste .to cool down before t.t can be· transferred to another 
storage facility; the storage capacity of the ·ponds has been 
considerably increased by the introduction of compact fuel
element storage, made possible by placing absorbent materials 
between the elements; the equivalent of up to 10 years' 
production can thus be stored at the ~eactor sites; 

- centralised stora e awa from the reactors (AFR • away from 
reactor at the sites of the reprocessing pl nnts has been 
used for several years in countries which prnctise reprocess
ing; in view of the quantities of spent fuel accumulated at 
power stations, other countrieR will be obliged to construct 
centralized storage facil ides. the available options being 
storage in ponds~ ~odular dry storage in containers (dry-cask 
storage) and dry storage in RpeciAl buildings (the last-men
tioned solution requires quite a high initial investment and 
seems to be advantageous in the case of capacities \lell above 
1 000 tonne& of heavy metal). 

It is clear that safe storage (in which the principles of 
radiation protection are observed) must be practised without 
allowing the fuel to deteriorate· significantly; research iR 
hence in progress for the purpose of studying likely cladding 
corrosion and deterioration mechanisms· •. 

The situation country by country (see Table III .1.) is as 
follows: 

In Belgium, a capacity of 100 MTHM is available at the 
reactor sites;·that capacity could be expanded up to 2 000 MTHH 
by the year 2000. 

In the FedeTal Republic of· Germany, the existing capacity of 
4 250 MTHM will be increased to 9 800 MTHM by the year 2000. 
At preie.nt ~ 'most .. of that capacity consists of ponds inside the 

Dry storage ia characterized by the use of the ambient air to 
remove .. the ,residual .heat .emitted by the fuel elements • 
One. ex~eptiond.a; the Wylfa nu'C:lear power station in the United 
Kingdom,"·whire;the .spent fuel'' is stored in the dry state, first 
of: al~.:~~-~d~~::·~~2':J.o~ _15? .d~~.s. ~nd then in air • 

·,· ·v';~··.~.: 'l-t·'··~ . ." :-- 1 ·.·~~;" •• ~; ... t,·:":.··:, ~. ··."' ,:·'~~··· . .. : ·. :l' ;t·. 
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TABLE III .1. 

Storage capacities for spent oxide fuel 
(tonnes of heavy metal) 

I 
I YEAR 
I 
I 

COUNTRY I 1985 1990 1995 
I 
I 

BELGIUM I 1 100 1 400 I 2 000 
I I 
I 

FED.REP.GERMANY I 4 250 1 400 9 200 
! I 
I ! ! 

SPAIN* I 1 580 I 960 ! 2 420 
I I 
I I 

FRANCE I 13 900 I 19 900 23 050 
I I 
l I 

ITALY** I 450 I 1 202 2 216 
l I 
l I 

NETitERLANDS I 87 I 87 87*** 
I .I 
I I 

UNITED KINGDOM I 4 100 I 6 750 6 750 
r r 

2000 

2 000 

9 800 

2 880 

26 250 

4 582 

87*** 

6 750 

N.B. These capacities include those of on-site (AR) and centralized 
(AFR) storage facilities. 

* Only in reactor ponds, whole core storage capacity not included. 
** See footnote ** to Table I.l. 
***See footnote *** to Table I.l • 
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reactor buildings, which are already, or are about to he, 
equipped with compact storage racks. As regards centralized 
storage, the Federal Republic of Germany choAe the option of 
modular storage in cast,-iron containers, which also serve as 
transport containers and can accommodate nine PWR fuel elements 
or 16 BWR . elements. The first storap,e facility of this type, 
the construction of which was completed in 1985, has a capacity 
of 1 500 MTHM and is located in Gorleben. A second facility of 
the same capacity is being constructed (work began in 1984) in 
Ahaus. Finally, an initial construction permit was issued in 
1985 for a facility for the storage of 1 500 MTHM to be at
tached to the future reprocessing plant in Wnckersdorf. Conse
quently, the centralized storage capacity vill be 3 000 MHTM in 
1990, rising to 4 500 MTHM from 1995 onwards. 

In Spag"• the spent LWR fuel is stored tn the reactor ponds, 
which ave a compact storage facility capable of accommodating 
ten years' spent-fuel production on average. These capacities 
will be exhausted by 1992/93, and a centralized storage facili
ty, which is currently at the design stage, will be accommodat
ing an excess quantity of 700 MTHM between that date and the 
year 2000. The spent fuel from the Vandellos T reactor (natural 
uranium metal) is regularly dispatched to France for reprocess
ing. 

In Italy, existing capacities of 450 MTHM will probably in
crease to 4 582 MTHM by the year 2000. The reactor ponds will 
suffice until 1992; studies on a centralized storage facility 
are in progress. The fuel from the Latino Hngnox reactor is 
reprocessed abroad. 

In France • the capacity will .increase from IJ 900 M·nrM in 1985 
to 26 250 MTHM by the year 2000. Since a systematic reprocess
ing policy is being implemented, the capacities conAist of 
s~orage in tanka either at the reactor sites dr at the site of 
the reprocessing plant. In La Hague. where the l.WR fuel is 
reprocessed, the storage pond of the NPH (Nouvelles l'isdnes de 
La Hague) plant, with a capacity of ?. 000 MTHM, has been in 
service since 1981; by 1987, three additional ponds of the same 
capacity, tanks C, D and E, will be added. 

In the Netherlands, the capacity of the reactor ponds is 
87 MTHM; depending on. future decisions on the development of 
nuclear power in the Netherlands, it could be increased to 
possibly 400 MTHM. · The future policy under consideration is 
interim storage at a central site ~t Borssele. 

The United Kingdom, where storage capacity .(excluding that of 
Wylfa) is scheduled to increase from 4 100 MTHM to 6 750 MTHM 
by the year 2000, is at present practising the systematic 
reproceesing of apent fuel and • in consequence, the storaRe 
ponds at the Sellafie.ld reprocessiny, plant serve solely ais a 
buffer capacity. However, a study is in progress on dry sto
rage, which would make it possible to accommodate fuel in 
excess of the reprocessing capacity of the new Thorp plant. Any 
future PWR power stations will have to be capable of storing 
the equivalent of .. 18 years' production of spent fuel. 

.. ' ' ·~ . . 



111.5. Vitrified high-level waste 

Iii 

High-level waste contains virtually all of the fission products 
and long-lived radionuclides; furthermore. it releases consi
derable amount& of decay heat* • 

. The geological formations considered suitable for the disposal 
of such waste are subject to limitations as regards the maximum 
temperature they are capable of withstanding in contact with 
the waste, and a site aa a whole can accept only a limited heat 
injection if the entire structure is not to deteriorate. 
Interim storage of vitrified waste over periods up to 50 years 
is hence advantageous. Installations for this purpose either 
exist (Harcoule • Mol) or are planned (La !Iague. Sella field, 
Wackersdorf) at existing or planned vitrification plants (see 
Table II. 3.) • 

The basic safety principle is that safety has to be intrinsic 
to the entire disposal operation: when the repository has been 
shut down and access has been closed off, the disposal condi
tions must be such as to ensure protection of the environment 
and of the public without any need for human intervention. 

Dis eolo leal formntionR (several hundred 
metres is being studied by several Member States with emphasis 
on clay, salt and granite formations. 

One possible alternatiVe solution is. disposal in senbed sedi
ments at great depths. either by the drilling of boreholes or 
by· using free-fall penetrators to put the wast.e in place: this 
solution is being studied at international level h.y the Seabed 
Working Group under the auspices of the Nuclear Enerp,y Agency 
of the OECD. 

Disposal in clay formations is of interest to several Member 
States. Belgium is studying disposal in a clay stratum below 
the Mol research centre (HADES project) which is between 110 
and 270 metres deep. An underground laboratory vas constructed 
at a depth of 225 metres and. hydrogeological, ~eomechanical and 
technological testa have been under way there since 1984. 

A pilot test. installation for disposal in a slllt dome is in 
operation in the Aase mine in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Also in Germany, the Gorleben salt 4ome ia under~oing quAlifi
cation aa a definitive disposal aite. 

In France, where granite. shale, salt and clay formations are 
at present being investigated, a site for opening an under
ground laboratory intended for the in-situ study of conditions 
suitable for setting up a atonge centre will shortly be 
proposed~ ·· · 

The plana. for disposal of this type of waste are presented in 
Figure: II I. 2 ~ · : . 

' . ;~.'·/. . . \ ....... ·:·. ~' . 
. . , ·., '•. 

Som~what ·.over [ OOO···vatta. p~r tOnne of uranium frcma spent fuel 
ten yearl after discharge fr011 .the reactor. dropping to about 
100 watts after 100 years of decay. 

• 
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The progra111111es and strategies of the Member States in this 
field are supported by, and to some extent integraterl throu~h, 
the Community programme on the management· and disposal of 
radioactive waste. Coordination includes such areas as ~eologi
cal research, experimental drilling and experiments in under
ground caverns. The Community programme combines the work of 
national laboratories with that of the Communitv's .Toint 
Research Centre through coordinated pro.1 ects and co~t-sharin~ 
actions by providing financial contributions. 

III,6. Disposal of spent fuel without reprocessing 

There are plans to practise what is called the "direct" dispo
sal of spent fual in a number of non-Community countries (the 
United States, Sweden, Canada, Finland, etc.), in the Federnl 
Republic of Germany (a certain category of fuel) and in Spain. 

The main differences as compared with' disposal after reproceA
sing are as follows: 

- the volume of hi~h-level waste will be much grenter (by at 
least a factor of 3), but the volumes of low- and medium-le
vel.waste and alpha waste, which are quite conairlerable after 
reprocessing, will be much sma 11 er; 

the thermal load is much greater and, fn consequence, the 
available space in the disposal site must be 10 to 30% 
greater, according to the period of interim storage; 

- the radiotoxicity of the waste will always remain greater 
· over long periods. 

Specific studies on the behaviour of conditioned waste under 
the conditions pro.1ected for a diRposlll site (corrosion stu
dies, leaching studies, etc.) will be necessary. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, direct disposal has been 
under study since 1979 as an adjunct to the setting-up of the 
fuel cycle with reprocessing. A research progratmlle, "Andere 
Entaorgungstechniken", coordinated by the Karlsruhe Research 
Centre and implemented between 1981 and 1984. made it possible 
to demonstrate the technological feasibility of that option and 
to develop a deaign for a condi~ioning plant and for disposal 
containera.·_The c0111PariBon of the two options, with and without 
reproceaainR ~ .. clearly showed that, in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, the technique with reprocessing is more advanced, 

The Federal Government, after concludin~ that direct disposal 
would not bring about any decisive advantages, decided in 1985 
to retain the cycle with reprocessing aa the refeunce proce
dure for. the management of spent fuel. However, devdopment 
work to bring the option without reprocessing up to technical 
maturity is continuing so that it will be possible to dis pose 
of fuel assemblies in respect of which reprocessin~ is not 
technically feaaible or is too costly. The elements in question 
are the~- spherical fuel .. elements from the THTR reactor, but 
certain other. special assemblies are also possible candidates 
for diapoaal.vith~ut· reproce~a1ng • 

. :.·: _:.;:~:::~~i/X:;:·,>>r.<;·~~!·::; .' ·.~ (·.". ·. ·: .. ·· ·' ... · 
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III.7. Conclusions 

,· -~'· .. 

a) Shallow lilnd burial of suitable types of waste is, and has 
been frcrm the outset, standard practice in France and the 
UK. Most of the countries which practiRcd sea dumping in the 
piist . are now. also considering shallow land burial. One 
exception is the FederAl Republic of Germany,· where prepara;.. 
tiona are under way for the disposal of low- and medium:-

... level· waste in specific or dual-purpose (alRo capable of 
accommodating long-lived waste) underground facilities in 
iron or salt mines. Irt view of the con~iderable volume of 
waste of these types, no time sould be lost in opening up 
the new disposal sites required. Another exception is the 
Netherlands, where a central facility for long-term interim 
storage above ground is being prepared, and studies on 
ultimate disposal in geological formationE~ in the Nether
lands, or in cooperation with other countries, are in 
progress. 

b) No advantages from the standpoint of activity decay tmd heat 
removal are to be gained from the prolonged interim storage 
of. alpha waste, which remains to a large extent untreated 
and unconditioned pending the availability of disposal 
sites. R&D programmes are being implemented in several coun
tries with a view to reducing the volume of such waste and 
detennining the best method of confining the radioactivity. 
In Belgium, for example, slag.,.forming incineration is being 
studied. ·oisposal-si tea selection should proceed according 
to schedule, since the waste-treatment processes, which have 
to. be suitable for specific disposal . conditions' will be 
chosen on the basis of the sites selected. 

c) Existing capacities for the storage of spent 
ponds, are adequate for the time being; 
necessary . to construct centralhed storage 
certain countries between 1990 and 2000. 

fuel, mainly in 
1t may become 
facilities in 

d) Studies on the disposal of v1tt'ified high-level waste in 
suitable deep-lying geological formations. are being, con
ducted in all Co11111unity countries which possess or intend to 
possess nuclear power generation progralDI!IeS. Any decision 
regarding this means of disposal has to be preceded by 
trials and expetiments, in patti~ular the operation of pilot 
installations in deep-lying geological formations. The 
storage period· is determined on the basis of several fac
tors, . particularly the nature of the host rock; in the case 
of certain geological environments, it may be necessary for 
several decades to elapse before the waste has cooled down 
sufficiently for disposal, Advantage ahoutd be taken of this 
interval to undertake preparatory work, since the period 
between initiation of research and the entry into service of 
an· industrial-scale installation can alao last for several 
decades • 

. e) Several countrit~s have been. attentively studying the dispo
sal· of· spent fuel. vithout reprocessing, and a nulilber of 
experiment• and trials are in progress. That option has been 
adopted by Spain·· for spent fuel from LWR reactors and is 
bein.g:, ·considered. most particularly for certain types . of 

. . . spent' fuel discharged in small quantities (for example' from 
. ·,_. : ;,,_··.':. reaearc.h or prototype reactors). 

·~~ .: . ·; ·:l'.\·{< ~i~:~·~ ~·,:/>:1·:; ~~~·~\ ~:<··: · .... : 



CHAPTER IV 

Existing or planned structures and arrangements in the European 
Community for ensuring safe storage and disposal of radioactive waste 

IV.l. Introduction 

Laws and regulations in the nuclear field cover: 

The production and use of nuclear energy. 

The construction and operation oL installations required for 
that purpose. 

Protection against the hazards of ionizing radiation and of 
uncontrolled energy releases. 

The disposal of radioactive substances. 

The regulations relating to the first three points concern all 
nuclear activities and apply to radioactive waste management in 
particular. This being the case, waste processing inst~llations, 
for example, are subject, like other nuciear·tnstallations, to 11 

procedure under which a construction pennit and an operating 
licence are granted. Such permits and licences specify the 
conditions which must be met.in respect of operating safety and 
protection of the public and the environment. 

The fourth point, on the other hand, necessitates the adoption 
of additional specific structures* an'd arrangements in view of 
the. permanent nature of disposal. The safety of waste disposal 
is based on the concept of "multiple barriers'', developed at 
international level; according to this concept, the radioactive 
packages to be disposed of (the conditioned waste), the reposi
tory installation (mine, cavern, trenches, etc.) and, to an 
extent appropriate to the radioactive lifetime of the waste, the 
geological formation accoliDilodating the repository (salt, crys
talline, clay and other formations) must all participate in 
confining the radioactivity which the waste · contains. The 
design, . the letting-up and the monitoring of such a system, 
.which must remain effective for .. veral centuries (in the case 
of low- and medium-level waste) to several millenia (in the caiui 
of alpha and high-level waste and of spent fuel), must be based 
on adequate ·structures and arrangements in the ~ember States, 
and these are examined below. 

* The structures which, in the various Member States, are associa
ted with the use of nuclear energy in general and with radioac
tive waste management in particular were briefly described in 
the 1983 report • 

. ' ' 
',, 

, ... ' 
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IV.2. Management structures 

Since the very nature of radioact(ve vas~e requires that it be 
isolated from the biosphere for long perioda, public bodies or 
undertakings have been made responsible for waste management. 
The accumulation of radioactive waate over several decades, 
particular] y in certriin Member States with nuclear power pro
grammes, has prompted those States to set .up ·executive bodiea 
responsible specifically for the Btorage and/or disposal of all 
or some of the radioactive waste. that is to say. for the 
desi n, the settin ~u and the monitorin of the relevant s ·st;m 

see Section IV.l. above • Note should be taken, in particular, 
of the creation, since the publication of the 1983 report, of 
the "Centrale Organisntie Voor Radioactief Afval" (COVRA) in the 
Netherlands in December 1982 and of the "Empresa Nttcional de 
Res~duos Radio~ctivos, S.A." (ENRESA) in Spain in iuly 1984. 

The extent of the tasks of these bodies va~ies with the level of 
nuclear development in the countries concerned and with the 
policies ori radioactive vnste management implemented by the 
governments. 

In the Netherlands, for example, ·where the nuclear industry is 
not very extensive and the national pol icy fs to· store all 
categories of waste provisionally fo-r a period of 50 to 100 
years, the present task of COVRA is to manage low- nnd medium
level waste v1th a view to storing it for lengthy periods. 
Preparations are being made for the long.;.tenn interim storage of 
high-level waste. 

On the other hand, in Belgium, France. the F~dernl Republic of 
Germany and, quite recently, in Spain. nat ionnl a gene ies and a 
federal body have beeri given widet responsibilities in ordeT to 
determine what conditions are required for the safe disposal of 
waste produced by more deve16ped nucl~at industries. 

In the United Kingdom, where the Governement decided in 1982 not 
to dispoae of high-level waste until periods ranging from· 50 to 
100 years had elapsed, NIREX in responsible mainly for the 
disposal of low- and medium-level waste. 

This situation is summarized in TablelV.l •• It can be Aeen 
that: 

Comrilunity Memb.er States with nuclea-r power programmes are 
!aced with identical problems and have adopted eimilaT 
approaches in order to cope with them. Nowadays, all these 
Statu.. oaaesa executive bodies or "A enctea" to which the·-·
taa a of managing all or part of the radioactive waste and, 
in particular, of disposing of. it have been assigned. 

The . eb'ar~c~~r:l~t~~·~ of the . stl'Uctutes which have been set up 
vary. from. one. Meiiaber ·State to another (legal status and 
extent .. of. taaks) eo that the apecific nuda of each country 
can'b• liet in the moat effectiVe manner. . ' . ;" ' 

1 '. • • • ! ~ ~ . 
-~· ' . ~- ~ ·•. ' 
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public ! ! 
!set up in 1984! 

' . , I ! 
I I 
! The 
I and 

Including spent fuel! 

TABLE IV.l. 

responsible for all or part of radioactive waste management 
in the Community Member States 

(see Annex for ~eaning of acronyms) 
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In every case, the Stat'e a·~surea·. p.ennanent responsibility in 
the· field Df radioactive waste disposal, either directly, or 
by .participating, even symbolically*, in the abovementioned 
bodies.· 

In view of their connnon objectives and characteristics, these 
bodieu or agenCies have been holding joint meetings regularly 
twice a year since l985 in order to exchange information and, 
where necessary, confer on matters of common interest within the 
framework of the Community plan of action in the field of 
radioactive waste. ' 

IV.3. Arrangements to ensure'safe disposal of radioactive waste 

These arrangements are to large extent still at the development 
stage, since the disposal of high-level waste (or, in certain 
cases, spent fuel) will not be practised in the Community until 
the next century, and surface storage, which has been practised 
in certain. Member : States for . decades, is being studied in 
several other countries with a view to ita adoption. 

Most of these arrangements concern the components of the waste
containment system described earlier on, that is to say, the 
radioactive ·packages, the disposal installation and the host 
geological formation. 

A. Arrangements relating to radioactive packages. 

·,, 

The situation in the Community is described below (it will be 
seen that the development and application of technological 
treatment and conditioning processes is generally left to 
industry). 

In Belgium, ONDRAF/NIRAS, a public body set up in 1982, has been 
assi~ned the task of managing radioactive waste from the moment 
it leaves. the production site •.. The responsibilities of ONDRAF/-
NIRAS relate. mainly ,_to .two areas: . 

. ' ' : 
Seeking ·and proposing to the competent authorities the most 
suitable systems . for the management and disposal of the 
waste produced. in Belgium •. ·· 

1 : ":·::· .'·· :-. ~ • I ', • L~.,~.. . . . . . .; ', 
- · ·Ensuring' · that.·. the.; resources required to carry out the 

.. various' ''stages of ·.waste' management properly (transport. 
treatment/conditioning, temporary. storage pending disposal) 
are used . in ' compliance.' with the procedures and specifica

. tiona ·draw ·:·up. in ·agreement with the authorities • 
• 1 :~~ ~~~!g!i::/ 1

- <£~<t ·.~ .. -~~~ .·. ;·;~ .. ,; . :' ', 
Aa regards'." thehatter. area t. ONDRAF /NIRAS has hitherto concentra
ted. on\re'adapting·,:·the;:management of low-level waste following 
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A progra1m11e for the qualification ·of treatment/conditiC1ning 
processes and for the characterization of conditioned packages 
for the various categories ,of waste produced is 1\lso being 
implemented. 

In Denmark, the Nuclear Inspectorate* issues rules concerning 
the types of container, the pet'111issible quantities of fissile 
materials, the external radiation levels, etc., which are 
applicable to the products to be stored. The Ris.S Centre defines 
the waste acceptance conditions with a view to waste storage at 
Ria~. Such a simple scheme is suitable, since Denmark has no 
nuclear power programme. 

In France, within the framework of the basic safety rules issued 
by the Central Service for the Safety of Nuclear Installations 
(SCSIN) on behalf of the Ministry of Industry, ANDRA lays down 
the regulations governing the operation of disposal centres and 
those applicable to. specific waste categories. These basic 
rules** set out the general principles applicable to the produc
tion, treatment, control of conditioning a~d temporary storage 
of the various types of solid waste produced· by the reprocessing 
plants, the special conditions which apply to vitrified waste 
and waste encapsulated in bitumen or in cement and the condi
tions that must be fulfilled before such packages are accepted 
for disposal. On the basis of these rules, ANDRA defines the 
conditions for the acceptance of wnste in the disposal centres 
which it manages and, in particular, the associated quality 
control teats. 

In Greece, radioactive waste is produced mainly by the Demokri
tos Reoearch Centre, and by hospitals and educational and 
research institutes where rndioactive materials are used. Where 
radiation protection is concerned, the law which sets up the 
Greek Atomic Energy Commission and the legislation. concerning 
the granting of peruiits to construct nuclear installations also 
govern the safe management and disposal of radioactive "'a ate. 
Supervision is exercised by the ministries concerned in coopera
tion with the Creek Atomic Energy Commission and the Demokritos 
Centre. Waste which is considered under the regulations to be 
too radioactive for disposal with non-rndioactive waste, is 
stored at the production site. Certain types of waste are 
transported to the Demokritos Centre for appropriate condition
ing and storage. Since Greece produces only small quantities of 
waste, a· disposal site has not yet been opened up in that 
country. :,. 

In lnla~d :,: · the Nuclea.r Energy Board is responsible under 
Statutory: In.atrument 166/1977. for reguiating the storage and 
disposal· of.·radioaetive waste arising from industry, re~·earch 
laboratories and hospitals.·: 

In Ital~;;~.·t~~:~:·~;~~ie: ·p~o~;uc~~: m~~t· ·submit a "qualification and 
control.!progra111111e'~.-,~o ·.the .. Di_rectorate. for Nuclear. Safety and 
Radiatio'nf.;~.Protection~~ (DISPL-,_of,.· the_ .. : ENEA · .. (which prepares the 

· technieal.~'guidea ":, to·.be_.;iJa~d~ b ... the le~nl au~~ori ty, the Minis try 
of·· · ... · to. obtatn :a licence to 
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operate an installation for the treatment and/or conditioning of 
waste. The programme must show that the products obtained will 
satisfy the quality requirements and criteria set out in DISP 
Technical Guide No 26 before they can be stored or disposed of. 
Such provisions have so far been adopted only for low-level 

· waste. 

In the Federal . Re ublic of Geman , the PTB (Physikalisch 
Technische Bundesanstalt , which is a Federal body, was assigned 
responsibility under the Atomic:. Energy Law of 1959, for the 
safekeeping of nuclear fuel and for· issuing permits for the 
storage and transport of such fuel. A further important task was 
assigned to the PTB under the taw of 1976, which amends and 
supplements the Atomic: Energy Law of 1959: responsibility for 
the construction and management of Federal installations for the 
long-term storage and disposal of radioactive waste. 

The PTB acts under the technical supervision ("Fachaufsicht") of 
the Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature Conservation 
and Nuclear Safety and by agreement with the Mininter respon
sible for nuclear technology (Federal Ministery for Research and 
Technology), when conducting R&D activities relating to the 
disposal of radioactive waste. The PT'R may delegate to third 
parties the tasks of constructing and operating Federal facili
ties for the interim. storage and disposal of nuclear waste. 
Responsibility In this area has accordly been assumed by the DBK 
(Deutsche Gesellschaft ?.nm Bau und Retrieb von f:ndlar,ern fUr 
Abfallstoffe mhll), which was set up in 1979 for this purpose as 
a company under the direct supervision of the Federal ntithori
ties. 

In the United Kingdom, waste producero must demonstrate that the 
treated waste can be disposed of in compliance with the condi
tions laid down by the Department of the Environment (DOE) in 
1984*; they must also demon~trate that the treatment installa
tion and the associated temporary-storage structures meet the 
requirements of the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. The 
waste rroducers nre responsible for quality assurance in all 
waste treatment and ·conditioning installations; however, the 
regulatory authorities can request that independent inspections 
be carried out; the DOE is at present developing the capacity to 
carry out such inspections on radioactive packages before their 
disposal. 

In Spain, the Ministry for Industry and Energy is the authority 
which prepares legislation and regulations and issues permits 
and licences for nuclear installations, in particular those for 
the sto~age and disposal of waste. The sole competent authority 
in the field· of nuclear safety and radiation protection is the 
Consejo .d~, Seguridad NuClear. (CSN) from which the Ministry must 
request a sa'fety report: for' the licensing of a riuelear installa
tion;';; any: 'decision' based ··.on that . ~eport t if unfavourable. is 

. binding'.· The .. CSN_,< is ·alSo.' entitled 'to propose to the Hinistry of 
· In~ust~y "Ene'rgy· ::legislation: arid. regulations falling within 

· :.ita··~· · · '' : ompetence'o· .. :.ENRESA .. ·:iaya· down waste acceptance· 
;_ . ' ::,: cri.ter icifieatioriia,<~:n.\conformity .·with . the ope~ating ' ' ',.·,. ... 1 ·-· . ... . ~ ,... . . t'•' ..... . .. . . 

;... . .~.na t ons . ..-:' ·, · · .. 
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It cari be seen that the purposes bf ail these m~asures is to 
ensure that the radioactive packages to be disposed of at a 
given site fully meet the safety requirements. 

Where the European Community is ·concerned, efforts are being 
made to harmonize inspection procedures for packages, test 
conditions, quality criteria and procedures for the quality 
control of products and their packagings under point 3 of the 
Community plan of action in the field of radioactive waste. 
These harmonization activities are backed up by coordinated 
experiments in all the national laboratories concerned which are 
financed under the Commission's R&D programme. 

B. Arrangements relating to disp~s•t installations and the geologi-
cal formations accommodating them. · 
The situation today is as follows: 

Geological formations and site selection 

The R&D programmes undertaken over the last 10 to 20 years, nt 
both national and Community levels, now clearly indicate that: 

several types of geological formation are capable of accom
modating deep repositories of radioactive waste; 

the choice of the precise locality of the repository, that 
is to say, the. choice of site, is .1ust as important ns the 
choice of formation. 

The. procedures for selecting a disposal Ai.te for rndioactive 
waste which have been adopted by the Community Member States are 
based on the scheme proposed by th• Tnternntional Atomic Ener~y 
Agency (IAEA): 

general survey, 
preliminary identification of sites of interest, 
site confirmation. 

The executive bodies described in Sect ion IV. 2. are r,enera lly 
responsible for implementing that scheme and for submitting the 
final file to the competent governmental authorities for their 
decision. Furthermore, each phase is· developed with the agree
ment of .the authorities and in accordance with each State's own 
provisions governing information for, and con~ultation with. the 
public. · · ·· 

. The decision concerning . the site is taken on the basis of a 
.·number of fundamentd . scientific and technical principleB such 
·.·aa; thosel,,proposed. by·. th'e · Co11111ission of the European Communi-

.. :·,-'ties,~ ... to which: are added economic and socio-political conside
.:.'"_.rat":lona:"that~'apply','to ':each>State individually; in view of the 
.) .. extremely :·wida.'Jyarie'ty':'of;:;~pecfie .'conditions that can arise. it 

. :.'·.:.·a· • ·• i icult,''i if ._not. 1:un.reasonable. to define detailed scien-
·.: ·· i;,,:l<.:t · at·;·;'crifer'iil"~with: respect to the site geology, 

.. t}inte . · /and CoUIIIIuni ty level. As 
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regards the basi~ quality ptinciples referred to above, harmoni
zatiC'n at Community level would be desirable, more eRpecially 
since it already exists to some extent in practice. 

Design,· operation and shutdown of stot"Bge and disposal installa
tions 

.··. 
As. has> already been pointed out (Section IV.l.), the geneul 
regulatory. provisions· concerning nuclear installations apply to 
installations for the storage and disposal·of radioactive waste. 
However, additional prov.isions are necessary, since such instal
lations have to confine the radioactivity in the waste for 
hundreds of years (in the case of low- and mediu.m-level waste) 
or thousands of years and more (in the case of alpha waste., 
high-level waste and, possibly, spent fuel). 

Such provisions already exist for surface disposal (in France, 
for example). and are being prepared. for deep geological dispo
sal, which is not likely to be practised before 1990 in the case 
of the KONRAD installation (FRG) and before the end of the 
century where the other fadiities are concerned. The basic 
principle adopted by the States which are most advanced in this 
field (France, Federal Republic of Germany) is that the reposi
tory must be intrinsically safe in the long-tem, that is to say 
that, at· the end of the period of repository operation (which 
covers the shutdown operations, the plugging of the access 
shafts*, etc.), the disposal conditions adopted must ensure that 
the environment and the public are prote~ted without any rieed 
for human intervention. However, certain countries make provi
sion for .a "period of supervision" after shutdown, during which 
the measuring and monitoring systems are kept in service. 

The present situation in the Member States concerned can be 
summarized as follows: 

In the Federal Republic of Germany; where the only concept 
adopted is that of deep geological disposal, the "safety crite
ria for disposal of radioactive waste in a mine"** define quite 
fully all the conditions to be met and the safety study which 
must be submitted to the competent authorities. 

In France, consideration is being given to two concepts: surface 
disposal. (low.;. and medium-level waste) and deep geological 
disposal .. (high~level waste. or waste containing transuranics); in 
the·'·:'csse·~. of'·:sut'face ·disposal (see section IV.J), a "rer,le 
·rondamentale\'de aGretc"*** :(basic: safety rule) stipulates the 
sefety_,:._'requ'irementa ·associated with the vatious stages in the 
lifetime:of. the surface·storage site: 

'. '_ :=-~-:..:~ ~-~:~:~·~;; ~~ ~:g.-~;i~/ ~---~::f.~::..;.~~- ... ·~·~~·/:}:_:·;-~·;·;~.~·-:'\~/."{;~~::: .. ~ .. ·~· ..... · 
:·;.. ... :period ·of: operation,.--· .. ; ... ·~,·,:.<>> 
. •' ·. · ~iof·' · · ion~.:<:.;F: .. , ... 

· sites a!'e reopened for publfe use • 

. . \:·;;.~:~f.:::. s~,:;,~~:~ii~fi~~{ ·:.... . 
· ieal',dlsposat~. · ..... 

· ~·die ;;Endlagerung radioaktiver Abfiille 
· triia ·· .. . · 'the Interior, Bunde san-. 
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Provision is ll)ade for a maximum period of supervision of 300 
years, during vhich the tdeasuring and monitoring systems will be 
lr.ept in service. After thnt pt!riod has elapsed, and with due 
regard to the radioactive dec~y of the radionuclides, it should 
be possible to return the sites concerned to the public domain. 
As regards deep geological disposal, the Ministry of Industry 
set up a working group in 1985 to be responsible for proposing 
technical criteria for the selection of deep sites. 

The agreement to open·a waste disposal installation is based on 
a safety analysis indicating, in p~rticular, that ~ny possible 
radioactivity transfer to the biosphere iEl likely to have only 
acc~ptable radiological constquences, nnd a study on the envi
ronmental impact of the planned installation, associRted with a 
pub lie inquiry in the areA concerned •. 

In Belgium, provisions slmilnr to those which exist or arE' in 
preraration in France nnd the Federal Republic of Germany are 
under study. A preliminary report on the safety and feasibility 
of a system for the disposal of high-level waste and alpha waste 
in a deep-lying clay formation is being prepared. That report, 
which is based mainly on the result of Rt.D vork carried out by 
CEN/SCK (Mol) as part of the HADES pro.fect, will be submitted to 
the authorities for examination with a view to obtaining an 
agreement in principle on the system under consideration. 

A study prior to the selection of sit~s for the surface disposal 
or shallow burial of conditioned sli~htly active vaste has been 
set in train. Here again, the choice of one or more s:l tes will 
have to be followed up by the preparation of a preliminary 
report on the safety and feasibility of a burial concept. which 
will be submitted to the authorities for examination and their 
opinion. 

In ~he Netherlands, a document on radioactive waste mano~ement 
. policy drawn up in 1984 by the Government makes provision for 
:the surface interim storage of all categories of waste on a 
single siie over a period of 50 to lOO ye~rs. In consequence, 
the regulatory provisions do not concern the geological barrier 
(vhich would be pointless in this case), but deal mainly with 
site selection. A site selection committee (the LOFRA Committee) 
had prepared proposals to the Government in October 1985. which 
left COVRA free to choose between three sites: COVRA. selected 
the Borssele site. 1~e final procedure requires that an environ
mental-impact study be submitted. The public participates in the 
process through hearings. Studies are under vay on definitive 
disposal in deep-lying geological formations in the Netherlands 
(salt) or in c~o~eration with other countries. 

In>I~aly~ resea.~ch. ~~s rec~ntiy .conducted by ENEA on the selec-
tion of sites for .. surface. disposal. . 

·.~····;·~::;.··.::;,:~<~~r :..;:.::~:.! .... ~:~·.<+··:~·.·r·~~~ .. : .:;:_;::.·~ · .· .·. · .. 
. In' :tlie:·Unit.ed ·KingdCmi;: atu~ies on optimum strategies for the 
. 'mnnag'ement·. of-~ radioactive: waste in that country indicated the 
. nee'd: for::.•land-'··fa'Cilitiu 'close. to the 'surface for the disposal 

. , :·;,of:?::~ ~~~rge;·&v~~~es: i.:'o.f ,i.low-leve.f waat·e and a. deep underground 
· . ..:_.;:1·ina llation·,y. ,,, the. iaposal ~of alpha and mad ium-leve 1 waste. 

· ·' · · · · of · t.he ',human environment were 
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published in l9R5 by the r.overmnent, and every new disposa 1 
installation must comply with them. These principles, of course, 
require th.1t a multi-harrier approach be used and specify the 
level of radiological risk that must not be exceeded bv the 
disposal system as a whole. NIRF.X has to carry oi1t a detailed 
geological study of enc:h new potential site and submit a 'safety 
annl)'RiA to the competent governmental bodles, before a puhlir: 
enquiry is conducted. The Department of the Environment then 
ensures that an independent safety assessment is made·· before 
authori?.ation to operate the disposal facility :i.s ~z.ranted. 

In Spain, ENRESA is responsible for the management and disposal 
of. radioactive waste. IInder its statute, it must submit bv 
mid~year an annual "Plan General de ResidUos Radioactivos" for 
Government approvnl. Shnllow burinl is being considered for low
and medium-level waste and deep geological burial for high-level 
and· long-lived waste.· Radioactive-Yaste storage fncilities are 
subject to ·the laws and regulation!! applicable to nuclear or 
radiologica1 installntions. 

I" ina ll y, in the context of the F.uropenn Community nr. a whole, 
the PAGIS pro.1ect (Perfomnnce Assessment of Geological Isola
tion Systems), which. has been under way since 1982 11s part of 
the Commission's R&D programmes on radioactive Yaste m11nngement 
with the participation of all the Member States concerned, hna 
alrer.dy contributed in large meARure in phase I (1982-84) to the 
ha.t"mon-1 zation of methods for the ana lysis of r tsks niHIOC in ted 
with deep geological disposal; during its fi~al phase (1987-88), 
the pio.1 ect will a] so provide for consultations to he held at 
Community level in relntion to the criteria to adopt fpr nsscss
ment purposes. 

IV. 4. Finnncin~ 

The g~neral principle that the ~olluter (producer of ~aste) has 
to pay for the ·pollution he creates (the waste) • "'hich is known 
as the "pollt1ter pays principle", forms the basis for action by 
the Member States of the. European Community in financing . the 
mananement and disposal of radioactive waste. This principle has 
heen incorporated into the laYs of several ~ountries (Bel~ium, 
Spain.· France. Federal Republic of Gennanyh and the executive 
bodies or national agencies :referred to in Section lV.2. are 
financed. at least in part • through payments made by the waste 
produc'ers. 

Such financing can be achieved. in a number of ways. for example, 
by subjecting the operators. of _nuclear power stations to a legal 
obligation to pay fixed sum to the abovementioned bodies, or by 
setting· up. a fund to. be financed hy the operators as a means of 
covering current and future expendi-ture. 

' ' • ~ • .\ :. ' < ,· •• • • .;· \. /• 

The objecti~e of 'nll the~e'\n~~sures is to achieve a compromise 
.·.between:: the· ,mor.t. realistic: ·possible financial assessments and 
. the :need: to·:. f iuance :the' management •. and . particularly the d ispo

. : sSt. . ;·wa'iit'e over' pert'ods 'ranging from· decades to a century or 
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the financial impact of radioactive waste management on the cost 
of a kWh is of the order of a few percent. The greater part of 
this cost is attributable to the disposal of long-lived nnd 
high-activity wss.te (or spent fuel) in deep-lying ~teological 
formntions, which was described in Chapter 111*. 

IV.S. Conclusions 

In the Member States of the F.uropean Community, safe radio
active waste d·isposal is uased on the concept of "multiple 
barrierR", on which consensus has been reached at interna
tional level and which is backed up by the Community's R&n 
programme. This concept requires that the radioactive pnc:kages 
to be disposed of, the repository, itself (mine, cave, trench, 
etc.) nnd, to an extr.nt npproprL:~te to the rndioactive life
time of the waste, the geolog·tc:nl formation nccommodating the 
repository must all participate in confining the radioactivity 
In the pucknges. Thnt confinement sy11tem must remain effective 
over very long periods. 

- The C.overnmentol bodies in the Community countrir.E: concerned 
have laid doWTI basic principles, regul11tions and criteria· 
governing the effectlvt'ness of the confinement system compo
nents in the case of surface disposal and are in the process 
of preparing such provfsfontt for npplic11tion to deep geolo• 
gical di~posnl, ~l1ith is not likely to be practised before the 
end of the decade (in theo c:.s1! t•f the KONRAn installntion) or 
at the end of the century, The Rf,O program111cfl which nre ·oeing 
implemented at hoth national and Communtty level provide tl•e 
support necessary for such development work. 

- llannonization of these provisions at Community le,•el is desir
nhle, but, in view of the importance of the dispos.nl site and 
of its specific chnracterietics to the safety of the confine
ment Rystem, is not alw11ys pot1_11ihle .to achieve., The Community 
R&n programme and the Plnn of nctfon in the field of radio
active waste ore contributing to such harmonh:ntion. 

- Participation by the public in the decision-making process in 
respect of the setting-up of installations for the stornge and 
disposal of radioactive waste is guarnnteed by law in all 
countric11. 

-·In. all Community Memh'er Stntes which possess nuclear power 
programmes, the development and application of disposal 

; ... methods and the .design, and operation of the associa~ed confi
..... neinent'.,systems: are nowadays . entrusted, either wholly or in 
. .' part,·.to. executive bodies (Agencies or the like) in which the 

'States·. are·· shareholders - even in a symbolic capacity - so 
·that· the requisite ·permanence of the undertaking can be 

·. guarnnteed •. · 

:: '•· ·:.: • .. : 

* .·A recent .. atudy financed by .. the Commission predicts that the cost 
·. :of) such\&:.: programme,' intended. to cover the disposal of waste 

::.i::g.eritn.:.·at· ;-·by· several'::,doZeniJ .. nuclear power stations •.tith a 
.·: · capacit ~_1000 MWe; each-: throughout their. operating lifetimes, 

· ,; '.'': · · '"'tu .. ,. · ·· .. ECU over· 40 to. 60 years. 
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It is hen~~ evident that appropriate structures and arrangements 
for the safe storage and disposal of radioactive waste exist in 
the Comm\1ni ty Member States concerned and have been undergoing 
further. development over the last fev years. This development 
work must be continued with all the requisite viRour, at natio
nal, Community and international level, so that it will be 
possible to set up the administrative, legal and financial 
framework which is indispensable if future disposal operations 
are to be carried out as safely as mankind has the right t·o 
expect. 
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AFR 
AGR 
ALARA 
ANORA 
AR 
AVM 
B 
HWR 
CF.GB 
CEN/SCK 

r.OVRA 
CSN 
D 
DBE 

DISP 
DOE 
DWK 

F.NEA 

ENET. 
f.NRESA 
F. 
F 
FBR 
FRG 
GBq 
GCR 
CGR 
Gi.'e 
HADES 
HMI 
IAEA 
KfK 
KWh 
l.NETI 
LOFRA 
LWR 
MTHM 
MTR 
ttWe 
NIRAS 
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ANNEX 

List of abbreviations 

Away from reactor 
Advanced gas-cooled reactor 
As low as reasonably achievable 
Agence Nationale pour la Cestion des.Dechets Radioactifs 
At reactor site 
Atelier de Vitrification de Marcoule 
Belgium 
Boiling-water reactor 
Central Electricity Generation Board 
Centre d'etude de l'energie nucleaire/Studiecentrum voor 
Kcrnenergie 
Centrale Organisatie voor Radioactief Afval 
Consejo de Securidad Nuclear 
Deutschland 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fUr den Bau und den Betrieb von 
Endlagern fur Abfalle 
Direzione Sicurezza e Pro·tezione 
Department o.f the Environment 
Deutsche Cesellschaft fUr die Wiederaufarbeitung von Kern
brennstoffen 
Comitate Nazionale pew la ricerca e per lo sviluppo 
dell'energia nucleare e delle energie alternative 
Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Elettrica 
Empress Nacional de Residues Radioactivos, S.A. 
Esp.1na 
France 
Fnst Breeder Reactor 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Giga-Becquerel 
Cas-cooled reactor 
Cas-graphite reactor 
Electrical Gigawatt 
High Activity Disposal F.xperimental Site 
Hahn Heitner lnstitut. 
International Organisation for Atomic Energy 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
Kilowatt-hour. 
Laboratorio Nacional de Enghenaria e Tecnologia Industrial 
Cie Locatiekeuse Opslagfaciliteit Radioactief Afval 
Light-water reactor 
Me.tric tonnes of heavy metal 
Material Test Reactor 
Electrical .. Megawatt 
Nationale Instelling voor Radioactief Afval en Splijtstof-
cyclus... . ... . . 

NIREX ·Nuclear Industry Radioactive.Waste Executive 
.. Nl. Nederland,:~·:··.':.~·:< . · .:.'..-. · · · · . 

;. NPH Nouvelles. pisC:ines .. de. 18 .Hagu~J 
·,. · .. NUCLECO ... : Nuclenre.;,Ecologia':;;-.i~' :,, :~ ~ ·· ':._,;,,:.., .. · . 
·:. OECD . :'organ! a··' . I for.;E~onomic Co~ciperation and Development 

>_ .ONDRAF Organ r·des :nechete Ra:~ioactifa et des Matiuru 
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"PAGIS 
PAMELA 
PTB 
I"WR 
R&D 
R.F.S. 
SCSIN 
SIXEP 
THORP 
THTR 
UK 
UNGG 
WAW 
WVP 
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